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Organizational conflict is a factor affecting aIl organiza-
tions. This study is designed to Present an overview of organi-
zational conflict and its causes, conflict management techniques,
and communication ski11s necessary for conflict management.
The study begins with the presentation of the definitions
of the malor terms used throughout the study: conflict, conflict
management, organization, and communication. Following these
definitions is a dj.scussion of the psychodynamic, fie1d, phase
and social exchange theories of conflict. Each theory is dis-
cussed in its own right and with resPect to its implications for
organizational conflict and its management'
In addition to a review of theories, the study includes an
analysis of the various causes of conflict, focusing on aggression'
climate, conununication and perception. Other factors affecting
these such as interdependence , Power and trust are also discussed '
The study next shifts to an analysis of what can be done to
respond to conflict. To this end, various approaches to conflict
including those of Blake and Mouton, Thomas and Pondy, and Robbins
are examined.
Communication is the most essential element in conflict
management, and the final chapter is a discussion of the communi-
cation ski1ls necessary for effective conflict management'' The
primary conclusion drawn is that one can learn to recognize causes
of conflict as well as conflict management and communication ski11s
and that conflict management training should become an essential
aspect of organizational training programs.
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INTRODUCT I ON
"Conflict ... is a theme that has occupied the thinking of
man more than any other, save only God and love" (Rapoport, 1950,
p. 11) . This statement is difficult to refute in light of both
history and current events. Nations go to war, unions go on
strike, and peoPle take one another to court, all as a result of
conflict. Not only is conftict evident in action around us, but
it is prevalent in research literature as weII' Numerous publi-
cations regularly devote sPace to articles dealing with the study
of conflict; in fact, conflict is so widesPread that at least one
periodical, The Journal of Conftict Resolution, is devoted soIe1y
to its study. These efforts to study and analyze conflict are
necessarily not simply a means leading to an understanding of
conflict and its causes, nature, and ramifications, but also as
a means of using this understanding to bring about efforts to
reduce conflict to the lowest possible leveI where feasible '
The scope of conflict is such that one would be hard pressed
to develop a coherent approach to its study that is aI1 inclusive'
Whiteitistruethattherearesimilari'tiesbetweenvarioustypes
of conflict, interpersonal and international, for example' it is
also true that attempting to deal' with various levels simulta-
neously is often quite befuddling. For the sake of clarity and
convenience it is useful to single out one leve1 of conflict and
work with it. This thesis is constructed in such a manner,
focusing on organi.zational conflict.
-1-
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Organizational conflict can exist on several Ievels, the two
most readily apparent being interorganizationa I and i_qtraorganiza-
tional . Conflict between organizations, such as between a manu-
facturing firm and the trucking firm that carries the manufactured
product, is interorgani zational conflict- Intraorgani z ational
conflict is conflict between various units within the same organi-
zatj.on, such as conflict between the Production and marketing
departments of a corporation. This study is primarily concerned
with the causes, nature, and ramifications of j.ntraorganiz at iona I
conflict, and the methods of conflict management that may be used
when it arises. while intraorganj. zationat conflict is the primary
topic of this thesis, other areas of conflict, such as interPer-




it actually always undesirable? It is simple to say that conflict
should be eliminated, but is that always true, and if it is' what
happens vrhen it is not eliminated? It is from this point that a
study of conflict management shouLd begin, because by exposing
theeffectsofconflictonecanseetherationalebehindthedif-
ferent approaches to conflict management. Although the effects
are multitudinous, the intent here is to offer a few examples
that are comno n in organizational conflicts.
one effect of conflict is the creation of an unhealthy or
non-productive climate. Folger and PooLe state that " Ic] l-imate
represents the prevailing temPer, attitudes and outlook of the
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group" (I98a, p. 81). conflict can generate a climate charac-
terized by anxiety, animosity, tension, and a lack of trust' In
thiStypeofclimateitisdifficuttforindividualstocontrib.
ute to the goals of the organization because from a personal
standpoint each person will support one Party in the conflict
overtheothers.Theclimatecreatedbytheconflictcanalso
foster other effects, such as diminished feelings of self-worth,
lastingscarsintheformofinterpersonalandlatentconflict,
escalation of the conflict, and prevention of goal achievement
by the organization as a whole.
A second effect of conflict, as suggested above, is preven-
tion of goal achievement by the organization' Every organization
has goals, be it to produce a certain number of refrigerators
each month or to Provide a service. In conflict situalions' the
ability of the organization to achieve these goals is diminished'
or,inextremecases,eliminated'Inlimitedconflictsthispre-
vention of goal achievement can mean merely a reduction in the
ability of the organization to achieve 9oa1s' In more severe
conflicts goal achievement can be Prevented entirely' Evidence
of both types is Particularly aPParent in industry where unions
order production slowdowns or strikes ' whj'le each of these are
also tools in the conflict resolution process, they are stil1
direct effects of the conflict itself. GoaI Prevention is
perhaps the most significant negative effect of conflict'
Conflict can also have Positive effects, such as creativity'
The positive effects will also be dealt with in this study'
-4-
When a conflict is not managed early and effectivel-y, the
possibility of escalation becomes very real' Escalation can be
hazardous because it is generally more difficult to manage a
large conftict than it is to manage a smaller one' and as can be
expected, the greater the conflict, the greater and more long-
lasting the effects.
These few examples clarify the negative asPects of conflict
and highlight the need for successful conflict management tech-
n.iques. While there are different approaches to conflict manage-
ment,oneelementiscentraltoaltofthem,andthatelementis
communication. In order to manage conflict, some effective form
of communication must take Place. The purpose of this study is
to conduct a comprehensive review of organizational conflict and
conflict management theory and outline the colununication tech-
niques which facilitate conflict management'
In presenting this study the foltowing format wiIl be usedr
Chapter one will consist of the definition of the terms to be
used throughout the study; ChaPter Two wiII deal with theories
of conflict; Chapter Three will be a discussion of elements
j,nvolved in specific situations; chapter Four wilI be a presen-
tationoftheoriesandfactorSre}atedtoconflictresolution;
andChaPterEivewillbeadiscussionofsPecificcommunication
skilLs found in conftict and its management ' After the discus-
sions in the five chaPters, a conclusion will be offered that
ties together the study and Places it in a corununication Per-
spective.
CHAPTER ONE: DEFINITION OF IERJ1q
one might think that defining conflict would be one of the
simpler aspects of a study of this nature, but such is not the
case. The various definitions of conflict have similarities
and differences that make it necessary, for the sake of this
study, to articulate one definition that wilI be used throughout.
Prior to establishing this definition, it wiIl be helpful to
review some of the definitions found in conflict Iiterature. This
reviet, serves the dual purPose of demonstrating the differences
in thought between scholars and Presenting support for a defini-
tion that is to serve as a basis for this PaPer'
As Deutsch points out, conflict is often confused with ''om-
petition (1979, p. 28), and although there are similarities'
there is a basic difference. Compet.ition always requires that
there be a winner and a loser, whereas conflict does not'
Deutsch ,rrrites that "conflict can occur in a cooperative or com-
PetitivecontextandtheProcesseSofconflictresolutionthat
are likeIy to be disPlayed will be strongly influenced by the
context within which conftict occurs" (1979, p' 28)' Deutsch
goes on to state that "conflict exists r^,henever incomPatible
activities occur" (Lg79, p. 27]). These "incompatible activities"
do not have to result from a comPetitive situation; in fact' in
an organization it is to the benefit of those involved to view
the conflict in a cooperative Iight whenever possible to facil-
itate resolution.
Robbins' view of conflict introduces a new element when he
states that conflict "refers to all kinds of opposition or
-5-
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antagonistic interaction" (1974, p. 231 . Antagonism implies a
hostility between the participants in the conflict that develops
on an emotional leve1. This emotional variable can prove to be
a significant impediment to conflict resolution. Thus Robbins'
definidion can be seen as an expansion of Deutsch's, which
refers only to process '
Other definitions contain additional elements. Folger and
PooIe hrrite that "conflict is the interaction of interdependent
people who perceive incompatible goals and interference from
each other in achieving these goaIs" (1984, p. a). This defini-
tion adds to the previous formulations by inclusion of "inter-
dependent people. " The concept of incomPatibility remains, but
now the parties to the conflict are clearly connected with one
anothe r .
Frost and wilmot offer an almost identical definition ' They
state that "conflict is an expressed struggle between at least
two interdependent Parties, who perceive incompatible goals,
scarce rewards, and interference from the other party in
achieving their goals" (1978, P. 9). They then add what is
perhaps the most essential fact in conflict management: "they
[the parties in the conflict] are in a position of opposition
with cooperation" (1978, p. 9). This concept of "opPosition
rrrith cooperation" is the crux of conflict and conflict manage-
ment because it recognizes the nature of the opposed goals and
the dependence of the parties on one another that makes the
resolution of the conflict desirable ai the minimum and, in
a1I likelihood, essential.
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The definition of conflict as used throughout this study,
then, is a combinatian 
-of tha-9 e_..,*o,{ .!'g19er and Poole and Frost
and wilmot: conflict is the interaction of at least two inter- 
dependent parties who perceive incompatible goals and interfer-
ence from each other in achieving these goalq7 This definition
recognizes that more than two parties may be involved in the
conflict, and the use of the word parties instead of people
indicates that conflicts can be between groups as well as
individuals. In addition, it recognizes the importance of inter-
action between the parties. Conflict requires interaction, and
interaction is communication, hence conflict requires communi-
cation behavior between the Parties.
The definition of conflict discussed above highlights the
desirability of resolving the. conflict because it raises the
issue of inte rdependence . Because of their interdependence ,
those involved in conflict wiII want to resolve it in order to
continue their normal operations. How it is to be resolved is
a problem that wilt be dealt siith at a later point. At this
point it is necessary to arrive at a definition of conflict
resolution or conflict management that incorporates a1I aspects
of the process. As in defining conflict, there is a difference
of opinion among scholars in defining conflict resolution. These
differences are significant because they reflect the sometimes
profound differences of approach to conflict resolution.
Applbaum and associates have written that " Ic]onflict\--_=-
resolution refers to the process of solving group conflict--
whether by eliminating the conflict, reducing it to the members'
-8-
satisfaction, or managing it to aIIow for further group activity,
(1974, p. 18I). This definition wiII be used in this discussion
for th'o reasons: fi.rst, because it illuminates the fact that
a conflict cannot always be totally eliminatedt and second,
because it al1ows the use of the terms conflict management and
conflict resolution in an interchangeable manner by giving them
the sarne meaning and context. In reality this is not always the
I
case. Eonflict resolution is sometimes defined as sj.mply the
/l
elimina\ion of conf lict, which is.4o'E a !qa119 posq-ibIe-L nor is
i! aLways healthy. This statement is based on the assumption
that conflict is not alw"ys neqative e,.but is
sometimec r.ositive and constructivel Because conflict can be
either positive or negative, it is necessary to exPlain each'
{gg+i]E\ destructive conflict is that which occurs in a
competitive or win-lose situation. It originates in a hostile,
repressive, uncooperative climate and is marked by a high Ievel
of aggression. It is this tyPe of conflict that needs to be
eliminated if possible, or at Ieast reduced to a manageable 1evel.
This type of approach to conflict feaves particiPants with a
bitter feeling which can breed future conflicts.
positiG, constructive conflict, on the other hand, is
identified by cooperative behavior leading to an outcome in which
all parties achieve their goats. This type of conflict is found
in an oPen, gggge!-artv€--c}-imate and is.healthy for both the indi-
viduats and the organi zation.
Deutsch stresses the positive aspects of conflict which
encourage conflict management and Promote particular kinds of
-9-
confl-ict. He says that conflict prevents stagnation, stimulates
interest and curiosity, provides a medium for voicing and solving
problems, and is the root of personal change (1979, p. 26) '
t (hfretfrer a conflict is Positive or negative is a major factor rn
determining how it is to be treated,
Final-ly, because this study deals with organizational con-
flict nanagement, it is necessary to define the term organizacion,
and then to explain the different tyPes of conflicts which exist
in organizations. Qol-qhabe r def ines the oggegzau:ton a{"a
livingoPensystemconnectedbytheflowofinformationbetween
\
and among people who occupy various rol'es and Positions'7 (I983'
p. 14) . It is a system that includes both PeoPl-e involved in
achieving goals and the mechanisms necessary for achieving them'
finally,becausethisstudydealsr"iththeroleofcommuni-
cation in conflict, one must understand what communication is'
I
eornrnua,i-e.ation is\a process involving both verbal and nonverbal
-\
modes in which the interaction between individuals or groups
brings about an exchange of lnformation and the creation of
meaninq.\ Creation of meaning entails the generation of a percep-
')
tion within an individual brought about by a communication. For
example, when an individual who is upset slams a fist on the
table, s/he creates meani.ng for that action. Individuals present
perceive anger or frustlation, thus the feeling is communicated
from one person to the next. Although one attemPts to create a
meaning, there is no guarantee that that will be the meaning per-
ceived by another.
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Although the main thrust of this study is managing intra-
organizational conflict, it is important to understand the role
of other types of conflict, Particularly interPersonal conflict'
'Intraorgan i zat ional conflict can be initiated or escalated by
interpersonal conflict). eppfUar:{, et aI. write that Ii]nter-
personal conflict occurs when there is an open difference over
mutually exclusive alternatives by individuals who perceive them-
selves to be in disagreement" \(1974, P. r73) . (ttris tyPe of con-
'----- 
- )'-- \
flict is significant because it can lead to the Presence of per-
sonality clashes. A personality clash is one between individuals
based solely on their feelings toward one another.) rt is a purely
emotional reaction of one Person toward another which may or may
not have rational suPport. Intraorgani zat ional conflj-cts in
which means or goals are the root issues are difficult enough to
resolve without introducing Personality clashes. Nonetheless,
situations which breed conflict enmesh personalj.ties which fre-
quently become the focus in conftict interaction'
(.Personality clashes can be more harmful to an organizationrs
efforts to achieve its goals than are conflicts over specific
goals between groups within the organization )$li , L979, p. 207) '
This fact amplifies the need to minimize the influence of person-
ality differences in the resolution process. organizational con-
flicts involve issuesi and when the individuals attempting to
resolve the conflict concentrate on personalities, the issues
get ignored. In addition, concentration on personalities leads
to escalation, which is the opposite of resolution. Eor these
reasons it is necessary to strive to keeP the conflict on an
_1t_
issue-oriented tevel, which means dealing with the j-ssues, not
personaLities to as great an extent as possible. In this study
in traorgan i zat ional- conftict refers to any conflict between
groups within an organization, incfuding atI the variables, such
as personality clashes, which make up the conflict.
Throughout the course of this study conflict and conflict
management will be brought into-. a-comnunication perspective' The
definition of both t.t*" dlmo'strates the need for communi'cation:
conflict wilL not originate without it, nor will it be reduced,
managed, or eliminated until some communication takes place '
Beginning with chapter Two the types of conununication involved
in each conflict activity will be discussed.
The methodology involved in this study consists of a review
of conftict management literature with critique and evaluation.
Conclusions are based on the evaluation of the literature' In
selecting the literature to be used in this study the focus was
on materials sPecifically related to conflicts in a corporate
setting, and, to a lesser degree on interpersonal conflict '
Communication literature was selected with an emphasis on com-
munication processes and skiIls involved in conflict and conflict
management.
CHAPTER TWO: THEORIES OF CONFLICT
Conflj.ct theories abound r"rhich attemPt to explain the nature
and origins of conflict. A summary of the major theories is nec-
essary to understand r,rhat conflict management is designed to coPe
with. The theories to be discussed are psychodynamic, field,
phase, and exchange theories.
AsstatedinChapterOne,becauseconflictsinorganizations
involve people, it is necessary to have some understanding of
what causes individuals to engage in conflict. The psychodynamic
theory attempts to do just this, using as its premise Freud's
theory of the id, ego, and suPerego.
The id is the "primary source of psychic energy and the
seat of the instincts" (Ha11, 1954, p. 20). The id contains the
passionsr and functions on a pleasure principle; a release of
psychic energy reduces internal tension, thus providing pleasure '
The problem created by this is that the id does not differentiate
between ways of releasing energy; to the id releases are not good
or bad, but are simply erays of reducing unPleasant tensions in
favor of pleasure (Preud, 1960).
offsetting this action of the id is the superego, which
"answers to everything that is expected of the higher nature of
man" (Freud, 1960, P, 27) The superego contains the ego ideal
\.rhich provides a behavior model and tells us who we want to be,
and the conscience or "negative" ideaL which tells us what is
to be avoided. Freud said that the superego arj-ses from the
values instilled in children by their parents who teach them
what is right and wrong. Religion, morality, and social sense
-12-
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all contribute to the development of the suPerego (Freud, 1950,
P. 27).
Somewhere in between the id and the superego ]-ies the ego.
"The ego represents what may be catled reason and common sense"
(Freud, 1960, p. 13) . It is governed by the reality principle
and mediates between the id and the superego. The ego attempts
to channel the desires of the id to release tension in a positive
manner. It knows what is positive and negative from the influence
of the superego. The ego, then, tries to find a realistic
activity that satisfies the id's desire for a tension release
without viotating the suPerego's code of ethics (Preud, I960) '
In psychodynamic conflict theory the id, ego, and suPerego
come into play as the result of both internal and external factors.
In a conflict, the reaction of the id is a desire for any action
aimed at removing the tensioni the suPerego governing one's moral
outlook attempts to channel the action away from negativity; and
LheegoattemPtstobalancethetr",oandselectaPPropriateactiv-
ities. This Ieads to suppression of the tension by directing
one'senergyat,ayfromthetensiontowardsasubStituteactivity.
FotgerandPoolewritethatsupPression"leadstolessanxiety'
guilt or pain than attemPting to fulfilI a destructive or impos-
sible need" (1984, P. 13.) .
The problem with suPPression is that it is frustrating,
creating a cycIe. Frustration breeds aggression, which in turn
breeds greater frustration if it is suppressed' If one is unable
to find a substitute activity, one runs the risk of some form of
negative action being displayed, one that is perhaps more violent
-]4-
than would have initially taken place (Deutsch and Krauss, 1965,
p. 11). Such action can prove se lf-des tructive . Take the simple
example of a conflict between a superior and a subordinate. After
suppressing the conflict for a tj,me, the subordinate reacts by
intentionally submitting late a report that the superior is
responsible for submitting to his or her immediate superior.
while the subordinate may receive some measure of pleasure from
seeing a superior reprimanded, in all Iikelihood this reprimand
will make its way down to the subordinate, thus defeating the
purpose of the initial action and possibly escalating the conflict
as well. It may also result in more serious repercussions to the
subordinate, such as punishment or dismissal. Suppression is
thus a two-edged sword which can either help or harm the Parties
involved. It helps when one is able to find a substitute activity
and it harms when one is unable to find a substitute activity.
A second strategy of psychodynamic theory is displacement,
which means directing the blame in a conflict situation toward
someone or something not directly involved, particularly outsiders
(Coser, 1956, pp. 43-48). Displacement means finding scaPegoats;
individuals outside the immediate group are particularly well-
suited for this because it is easier to get other parties to
accept the outside scapegoats than members of the involved groups.
Displacement, like suppression, is an avoidance technique designed
to make the conflict go away rather than be dealt r.ri th in a con-
structive manner.
The final aspect of psychodynamic theory to be reviewed is the
place of anxiety in conflicts. "Anxiety is defined as an internal
-l5-
state of tension that arises when someone Perceives irnpending
danger. It arises when people believe their dri-ves or needs
will be thwarted" (Folger and Poole, 1984, p. 14). The result
of anxiety tends to be rigidity and inflexibility. Such inflex-
ibility causes a conflict to go on unresolved, Perhaps leading to
escalation. Anxiety is thus an obstacle to conflict management'
One drawback of psychodynamic theory is that it fails to
offer solutions but simply states possible areas of difficulty'
Furthermore, as Eolger and Poole note, Psychodynamic theory is
not designed to deal with social interaction, but with "internal
psychological Processes" (1984, P. 15). It fails to explain how
psychic energy wilI be channeled or $rhat substitute activities
or persons wilI be chosen in suppression or displacement (Eolger
and Poole, L984, P. 16) .
The importance of psychodynamic theory lies in its identi-
fication of the asPects of individuals' actions' Knowing that
Suppression, displacement and anxiety are human characteristics
acquaints the conflict manager with obstacles to be faced on
theinterpersonallevel.Inorganizationalconfli.ctsthatare
singularly or primarily tied to interpersonal conflict this
knowledge can prove invaluable -
This theory is important in organizational conflict because
at a basic level there is an interpersonal dimension to every
conflj.ct and its resolution. In addition, it demonstrates corunu-
nication behaviors. Suppression is a behavior that indicates a
desire to avoid conflict. when a substitute activity is found one
j.s able to vent frustration or anger, satisfying the desire to
_I6_
release the tension without the expense of confrontation. When
a substitute activity fails to naterialize, suppression causes
one to internalize the emotions present in the conflict situation,
thus delaying their impact. It is marked by actions designed to
indiciate to others that the individual does not want to deal
with the issues involved. Displacement is a similar device. By
focusing blame for a situation on scapegoats, one publicly ackno\,rl-
edges a conflict but avoids direct confrontatj.on. In both instances
communication behaviors confirm both conflict and the i'ndividuals'
desire to avoid it.
Anxiety produces mixed communication behaviors ranging from
defensi-ve ones such as excuses, to attacking ones such as accusa-
tions. The communication behaviors indicate the attitude of the
individuals involved in conflict and the approach to the situation
that they choose to follovr.
Field theory, developed by Levrin, builds on psychodynamic
theory. It deals with the concept of a life-space that is part
of every individual. The tife-space "includes both the person
and his psychological environrnent" (Lewin, I951, P. 240) and
is determined psychologi ca l1y . Lewin writes that " Io]bjectivity
in psychotogy demands representing the field as it exists for
the individual at that particular time" (Lewin, 1951, p. 240).
The two basic elements of the life-space are climate and inter-
dependence. Because individuals are affected by climate and
interdependence differently, the amount of influence these
elements have differ from one person to the next.
In fietd theory, climate is seen as a "quality of the field
'as a whole.' As such, it pervades al-l thought and action in
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the situationi it gives a I flavor'--for example, of warmth,
safety, fear or distrust--to everything that happens" (Folger
and Poole, 1984, p. 17). This climate is the source of conflict,
or, more accurateLy, the elements of the climate, such as feelings
of distrust, are the sources of conflict. Other elements of the
climate, such as respect for individuals or trust, reduce con-
fIict. How one perceives the climate determines whether or not
conflict vrill result,
Within this climate, field theory states, is a measure of
interdependence. Deutsch defined two types of interdependence :
promotive, which is characterj-zed by a positive correlation
between the action of the participants, and contrient, which
involves a negative correlation. In promotive interdependence ,
the parties realize that when one side gains, aII sides gain,
and when one side suffers losses, all sides suffer losses. In
contrient interdependence . gains by one come at the expense of
others (Deutsch, 1973, p. 20). Each of these types of inter-
dependence is rnarked by Particular behavioral character i stics .
Promotive interdependence is characterized by the parties'
concentrating on mutual interets, trust, friendliness, and open,
honest comlunication. In contrient interdePendence , "People will
focus on antagonistic interests and on constraining each other,
exhibit suspicious and hostile attitudes, overemphasize differ-
ences, and conrnunicate in a misleading and restrained manner"
(Folger and Poole, 1984. p. t8). Furthermore, promotive inter-
dependence promotes cooPerative interaction while contrient pro-
motes competition. As a result of the opposing characteristics
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of the two types of interdependence , a climate that promotes one
of these behaviors will tend to lock out the possibility of the
other (Folger and Poole, 1984, p. 18).
An additional element of field theory is proposed by Janis
and Mann: a vigilant attitude. Janis and Mann believe that
when a climate is too cooperative, members suffer from "group-
think" and thus lose the critical perspective necessary to Pre-
vent stagnation, hence their proposal for the vigilant attitude
in which members trust and respect each other but maintain
objectivity about each others' ideas. The vigilant approach
entails a constant objective analysis of information and ques-
tioning of offered solutions in order to obtain a satisfactory
so.Iution. Janis and Mann write, " [e] specially for complex
choices involving muttiPle objectives, we expect that a moderate
to high degree of vigilant information processing is a necessary,
albeit insufficient, condition for arriving at a decision that
will prove satisfactory . in the long run" (1977, p. 12).
A vigilant attitude draws from the Positive attributes of
conflict cited in Chapter one. Like the promotive and contrient
orientations, it stresses the interdePendence of the members of
the group which has been noted as a key eLement in conflict. A
detailed discussion of the impact of interdePendence in conflict
will be provided at a later point.
While the field theory certainly aids in understandi-ng the
nature of conflict, it is not perfect. Deutsch's concePts of
interdependence highlight it as the sole significant aspect of
a conflict situation while underestimating other factors in the
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relationship. In addition, these theories rely heavily upon
perception (Folger and Poole, 1984, p. I9). Each individual
perceives cooperation or competition and reacts accordingly.
This can create dangerous circumstances for the group when each
individualrs perceptions differ greatly from those of the rest
of the group. In a situation where perceptions are predominantly
in accordance with one another i.t is Iess of a factor. The draw-
back is not the emphasis on perception, but the failure to suggest
methods of responding to the differences of perception. The Iarge
role of percept.Lon in conflict wiIl be discussed more extensively
in the portion of this paper dealing with variables affecting
conflict.
On the positive side, field theory is significant because it
makes clear the "importance of interdependence, the role of cli-
mates in conflict, and the cyclical flow between climate and
interaction" (Folger and Poo1e, 1984, p. 19). How people deal
with one another is a factor in climate establishment and the
climate in return affects how people deal with one another.
Field theory also points out the importance of perception, both
individual and group, in the conflict situation.
Field theory highlights the relationship between conflict
and communication because it stresses the bond between climate
and interaction. Climate is the result of the interacti.on that
takes place in a group, and the interaction is in turn influenced
by the climate. As stated earlierT all interaction is communica-
tion, thus the relationship between conflj,ct and interaction can
also be seen as bej.ng between climate and comrnunication. When
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individuals engage in supportive, open communication, the climate
takes on that tenor and in turn promotes more supportive, open
communication. As a result, the interaction bettreen members of
this group wilL consist of supportive actions, for example,
helping another to complete a task in order to finish it early.
This pattern holds true no matter what type of communication or
climate is involved.
This relationship betlrreen climate and communication demon-
strates that both, because of their influence on one another,
are significant factors in conflict. Both have separate effects
on conflict, its origin and resolution, but when viewed as a
Iinked pair it becomes evident that an understanding of their
relationship yields a greater understanding of their impact on
conflict. It is necessary to recognize that the three are linked
to fully appreciate how to approach them in conflict management.
The next theory to be discussed is phase theory. The basic
premise behind phase theory is that "conflicts can be broken down
into recognizable, sequential periods marked by different
behaviors and sequences of behaviors" (Fol-ger and Poole, 1984,
p. 21). fn effect, conflict moves through dj.stinct phases marked
by communication behaviors, In the phase theory proposed by
Rummel, conflict goes through five phases: latent, initiation,
balancing power, balance of power, and disruption (Rummel , L976,
9p. 257-283) .
Each phase is characterized by different events and responses
by the participants. The latent phase contains the potential for
conflict because people have different views or outlooks on how
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goal-s can and should be achieved. This phase exists almost
continuously. The initiation phase is the result of a "trig-
gering event" that causes action by the parties involved in the
conflict. The triggering event causes the Parties to pass from
an acceptance of difference of opinion to action aimed at either
resolving the differences or estabtishing one view as the only
Iegitimate one, It is during the initiation phase that the con-
flict begins to exist in the open (Rummel, 1976, pp- 267-271) .
The balancing power Phase is the period during trhich the
parties assess each other's capabilities, looking for the other
party's strengths and weaknesses. Throughout this phase the
parties search for an accommodation or settlement, confronting
the issue aI1 the while. If an accoNnodation is not reached,
the conflict continues and other factors such as coercion come
into play (Runlnel, 1975, pp. 271-278). It is necessary to examine
the strengths and weaknesses of each otherrs positions while
simultaneously searching for a settlement in order to provide
a settlement that satisfies each Party.
During the balance of power phase, an accomncdation is
achieved. "Through balancing, each [party] has come to under-
stand the other's stakes and determines the associated strength
of wiII. Each now appreciates the other's credibility, and has
measured the other's capability" (Rummel, ]-9'76, p. 278). The
parties acknowledge the settfement that has been reached, come
to a fu1l understanding of it, and accept it. This phase brings
to an end the Particular conflict, but in Rummelrs theory there
is another phase, the disruPtion phase. The disruption phase
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exists when something occurs to return the situation to conflict
as a result of upsetting the balance of power. The disruption
phase precedes the latent phase by introducing the item that
causes the differences of opinion to arise (Rummel, I976,
pp. 28I-283).
Rurunel's phase theory can be seen as a cyclical process in
which a conflict arises and is resolved and is eventually replaced
by another. It is also a step by step process in which one pro-
ceeds through a distinct series of phases. This step by step
process is an element of all phase theories.
The phase theory of Ellis and Fisher has three phases:
interpersonal , confrontation and substantive conflict. In the
interpersonal conflict phase, conflict results from personal
differences (E11is and Fisher, L975, p. 206). This phase is
characterized by a low 1eve1 of disagreement centered mainly on
personal, not issue differences. According to Ellis and Fisher,
this leads to the second phase, confrontation, r./hich is charac-
terized by a polarization of opinions, more expression of opin-
ions, and attempts to determine support for specific solutions
(Etlis and Fisher, 1975, p. 20'll. This is similar to Rummel's
balancing power phase. Erom the confrontation the parties
advance to substantive conflict, during which the parties'
Ievel of agreement increases as they attempt to achieve a
final settlement.
The finaL phase theory to be discussed is Waltonrs, which
can be viewed as a condensed version of the previous two. This
theory consists of only two phases, the differentiation phase
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and the integration Phase. Both of these phases include the
elements of more than one of the Phases of Rr.mmel or Ellis and
Fisher.
According to walton, during the differentiation Phase Latent
conflicts arise and differences between members of the organiza-
tion are clearly evident' rn essence, the members recognize and
verbal-ize their difference during this phase. The parties then
proceed to the integration Phase 
' 
dufing which they move toward
a solution that Walton calls hopefully satisfying to all, but
at least acceptable to all (walton, 1969, pp. 105-L07). To
Walton, a satisfying outcome is one that goes beyond meeting the
minimum desires of each party to a point vrhere it pleases them.
In each of these theories it is clear that a conflict fol-lows
a series of steps beginning with the introduction of a circun-
stance that creates differences of opinion, through the verbali-
zation of the differences to the search for a solutj-on acceptable
to all, culminating in the selection of the acceptable solution.
It is important to note that in the early Phases the conflict
originates on a PersonaL level brought about by individuals'
perceptions. If conflict is to be managed successfully it is
imperative for it to pass from this phase to the phase in which
issues become the focaL point. This issue-oriented conflict can
be approached in a more rational manner than can personal con-
fLicts. It is because issue conf l.icts arise from personal views
that it is important for the organizational conflict manager to
be aware of the interpersonal aspects of organizational conflict.
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A final note on phase theory concerns vrhat Folger and poole
call phase analysis. As they put it, phase analysis suggests
that an understanding of conflict behaviors can only be gained
if conflicts are looked at broadly with an eye towards the
sequence of behaviors that occur over time (1984, p. 21). In
order to resolve a conflict it is necessary to understand the
phases and the actions during each. This does not preclude
specific conflict management ski11s to be discussed Iater but
rather it supplements them because one can discern which skiIIs
are most appropriate in each phase. Phase analysis provides a
framework within which conflict management can take pIace.
Social exchange theory is based on the premise that people
are interdependent and that their interaction j.nvolves rerrrards
and costs (Homans, 1961, p. 35; Thibaut and Kelley, 1959).
Complicating this is the fact that people act out of self-
interest, meaning that in relationships irith others oners primary
objective is meeting oners own needs (RoIoff, 198I, p. 87; Blau,
1964, p. 19) .
In a relationship built on interdependence it is not possible
to act purely out of self-interest if the relationship is to
endure. Quite obviously, if the parties in a relationship decide
that their seLf-interest is all important, the idea of inter-
dependence falls by the wayside and the nature of the relation-
ship alters drarnatically, In order to maintain some balance
bettreen self-interest and dependence, individuals in conflict
are expected to abide by the rule of fairness, which states that
rewards should be proportionate to costs (Homans, 1961, p. 75).
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By the rule of fairness it is understood that whi.Ie self-
interest motivates the participants' actions, they can exPect
no more in return than they put into the relationship. This is
what is meant by costs and rewards. Rewards are benefits one
receives and costs are incurred in attaining rewards.
The second assumption in exchange theory clears up the
matter of rewards and costs. The assumption is that rewards and
costs are the results of the exchange of resources of the partic-
ipants (Roloff, 198I, p. 21). Rewards, then, are resources one
receives as the result of a socj-a1 exchange and costs are the
resources one exPends in the exchange. The total of rewards and
costs is ca1led the outcome of the exchange.
Resources can be of many natures such as economic, social
or personal. In social exchange theory, resources tend to be
intangible items such as love, respect, authority, approval'
information, assistance and the Iike, rather than tangible
items such as money (Fofger and Poole, 1984, p- 24). As a result,
resource exchange relies heavily on the nature of the interaction
and the percePtion of the parties involved. It requires an
understanding of the slzmbolic meaning of actions, such as com-
pliment, and an understanding of what resources should be
exchanged in return. This Ieads to what Folger and Poole call
a corollary to the two assumPtions in social exchange theory:
"parties exchange resources in order to influence others to
behave in ways that yield accePtable outcomes" (L984, p. 24), .
In social exchange theory, conflict arises when the outcomes
in the exchange are perceived by one party to be Iow with respect
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to that party's costs and rrhen, as a result, an effort made to
raise the outcomes meets with resistance (Roloff, 1981; Homans'
1951). fn other words, " [c]onflict is triggered when the indi-
vidual comes to believe that the other is responsible for 1ow
outcomes or that the other stands in the way of improvements"
(Polger and Poo1e, 1984, p. 241 . Thus, the conflict results
from the percePtion that the other Party brings about the 1ow
outcomes and the resistance to changing the situation. In each
of these theories percePtion plays an imPortant role, one that
wilL be dealt hrith in depth in the discussion of the causes of
conflict.
Al,though the social exchange theory deal-s with interpersonal
conflict, i.t can have an impact in organizational conflict on t\^/o
levels. on the first leveL, the interpersonal conflict that
arises can affect the organization when the individuafs involved
are in key positions. Key positions are those of leadership,
whether formal or informal, that influence the activities of
others in the organization. Conflicts between individuals in
key positions can bring an organization to a slowdown or a halt.
In addition, interpersonal conflict between superiors and sub-
ordinates as well as bethreen subordinates therselves can lead
to organizational conflict if it escalates. This can be partic-
ularly true when a grouP of subordinates becomes involved in a
conflict situation !'rith a suPerior, for example trhen assembly
line workers are involved ina conflict with their shop steh,ard.
On a second level, one can extrapolate the exchange theory
from a personal level to an organizational leve1. Since
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organizations have interdependent relationships and do exchange
resources rrith other organizations, the fair play concept dis-
cussed earlier is equally applicable. Organizational conflict
will arise, then, for the same reasons that interpersonal con-
flict arises and simiLar conflict management techniques will be
utilized. This means that white organizational conflict can
arise from interpersonat conftict, some organizational conflicts
do not. For examPle, a conflict between Ford and the united
Auto Workers can arise over wage and benefit issues. While
interpersonal conflicts may take PIace during the resolution
process, interpersonal conflict does not have to take place
prior to organizational conflict.
Each of these theories deals with conflict on an organiza-
tional leve1 in one manner or another. Both the phase and field
theories clearly corresPond to organizations. They are theories
that explain conflict arising in an organizational context with-
out necessarily growing from an interPersonal conflict' Psycho-
dynamic and exchange theories explain conflict that can grow
from an interpersonal leve1 to the organizational or, through
extrapolation, can be viewed as theories which contribute to
understanding organizational conflict.
while i.t is possibte to view a conflict in the light of a
single theory, it is also possible to see elements of each theory
at work in a given situation. For example, in any relationship
in which the parties are interdependent, some form of exchange
takes place, participants \.ri11 look out for their own best
interests, atr-itudes created by Participantsr perceptions rsill
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influence their actions, anxiety will arise from uncertainty,
and, when a conflict arj-ses, one can see the step by step process
involved in the initiation and escalation or resol,ution of that
conflict situation.
Each of these theories has implications for communication
in conflict. It is through communication; expressions of frus-
tration, anger, dj-sapproval, etc., that the existence and nature
of conflict is made known. For one involved in conflict manage-
ment, then, it is important to be able to read the behavior of
people in order to understand what communication is taking place
and to develop appropriate conununication behavior r,rith which to
respond,
Because characteristics of these theories can be pulIed out
and applied in separate situations, it is important in conflict
management for the Parties involved to be aware of aII of the
theories and their characteristics, In order to be successful-
at conflict management it is helpful for the parties to be
familiar with the many possible characterj. sti cs of a conflict
situation and the ways in which they can be interconnected' In
order to achieve this leve] of proficiency, the conflict manager
must explain the theory to become familiar not only with the
characteristics of conflict, but with the factors affecting it
as we1l.
CHAPTER THREE: CAUSES AND CHARACTERISTICS OF CONFLICT
The causes of conflict are numerous and the nature of each
conflict is influenced by its sPecific causes. while there can
be no a1t-inclusive listing of these causes, several factors can
be identified that lead to and characterize conflicts. These
f actors include 99j5g1sion, cl:Lma-te, cemmg! ] eel=Lon and p€rcePtion '
It is possible for any of these items to be the cause of a con-
flict singularly or in combination with others, which is fre-
quently the case. In addition to being causes of conflict,
these factors rrlay also be addressed in resolving the conflict'
They influence and are in turn influenced by other etements such
as interdependence, power, trust and $e lf-::€-9!Celn- throughout the
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course of the conflict.
Aggression is a cause of conflict because it manifests
behavior that restricts cooPeration, which is essential for goa1
achievement. Thomas and Pondy have stated that
acts are IabeIled as aggressive by individuals
when three conditions are met: (a) the act
involves constlaint of one's behavioral alter-
natives or outcomes; (b) the act is perceived
as intentionally detrimental to one's interests;
(c )-ErrE- acE-Ts considered anti-normative orillegitimate (unProvoked, unnecessary etc. )(1979, p.57).
Aggressive behavior can create any type of conflict from inter-
personal to international , and it serves to intensj.fy conflict
no matter rrhat the cause ' It is frequently a component i-n com-
petitive conf licts .
Communication can be a cause of conflict for a variety of
reasons. If there is a lack of communication which Prevents
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goal attainment, conflict results. If something is $rritten or
stated that prevents one from reading a goa1, once again the
result is conflict. If the members of an organization receive
too little or too much information, conflict is likefy to occur.
Robbins lists four aspects of communication that Iead to con-
flict; deviation from traditional channels, repression of infor-
mation, transmission of too much information, and ambiguous or
threatening information (19 74 , pp. 79-83).
Personnel normally involved in decision-making are by-passed
when traditional channels are ignored, thus creating a communi-
cation gap. This gap usually becomes known by the by-Passed
individual when one of three events occurs: first, the by-passed
person is told to take action on the communication and is forced
to profess ignorance of it; the by-passed person Iearns of the
communication inadvertently by overhearing discussion of it; or
the individuat is informed of the communication by a third party
who does so as a personal favor. A natural reaction of the by-
passed person may be anger, which in turn may lead to conflict
vrhen the issue is confronted. The individual who has been by-
passed feels left out of the situation and fears that more serious
consequences will follov/.
The amount and quality of information also figure in the
role of communication in conflict. Transmission of too much
information can lead to confusion, fear and anger, all seeds of
conflict. when too much informadion is provided a group is
forced to wade through it in order to determine what is important;
when information is withheld the group is forced to take action
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without the requisite knowledge or search for the additional
inforination. In either case substantial time is expended that
is very unproductive, Ieading to frustration and resentment,
and, once again, conflict.
Ambiguous information causes confusion and frustration
because it is an example of quality deficient information. rt
is information that is unclear and insufficient for any produc-
tive purpose. It presents an additional obstacle in a conflict,
as does too Little or too much information, when it breeds
rumors. Rumors are a constant threat in these situations
because people are not given the quantity and quality of infor-
mation necessary for making sound decisions. As Weinberg and
Eich point out, rumors tend to spread quickly, lead to confron-
tation, and discredit normal channels of cofiununicatlon (1978,
p. 30). Because rumors spread misinformation, j.t is necessary
to squelch them as rapidly as possible. The most productive
way of doing this is by presenting the accurate information.
In this respect it is easy to understand Smith's statement that
"Ii]f the information given is sufficient quantitatively and
qualitatively, effective and acceptable decisions can be made,
and the required coordination can be achieved through the
development of common programs and feed-back processes" (1973,
p. 333) .
Thomas and Pondy have found in their studies that managers
consider corununication failure to be the most important aspect
of conflict. They write that " [a]lthough many conflicts are
based upon substantive differences and conflict of interest,
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corununication failures remain an important (or exacerbating )
factor in conflict" (1979, p. 52'). This $rork by Thomas and
Pondy substantiates Robbins' list of communication factors as
sources of conflict and emphasizes the need for command of com-
munication skills in conflict management. One who is r"re11 trained
in communication skilts can utilize them to help reach resolution
and prevent conflict escalation when possible. In addition, it
supports the position that conununication failure is not limited
to a lack of communication. This is a significant point, for as
Putnam, Birkmeyer and Jones point out, there is a large contin-
gent of peopte who believe the si.mple premise that more informa-
tion and more conrmunication produces more conflict management
(No Date, p. 8). People $rho accept this premise confuse quantity
rrith quality and generally fail to manage conflict successfully.
Before leaving the toPic of communication as a source of
conflict, it is interesting to note the view of some, notably
Jandt, and Frost and Wilmot, that cgllmunlgation is not only a
source but is actually conflict itself. Jandt writes that
social conflict i.s comrnunicative behavior.
There is no conflict without verbal and non-
verbal communication. Humans define their
relationships by corununication and a relation-
ship characterized by communication is a
relationship - hence, a form of communicativebehavior (L973, p. 2) .
This vie$, is presented to highlight the differences of thought
in the nature of communication in conflict.
Climate is a source of conflict because it has a direct
effect on the abiLity of the members of the organization to
perform their jobs and thus achieve objectives. As noted
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earlier, climates can be oPen or repressive, cooPerative or
uncooperative, friendly or hostile, by degrees, dePending on
the organization, its structure, and the peopfe in it. One
could quickly j urnp to the concLusion that hostile, repressive,
uncooperative climates yield larger amounts of conflict than do
climates reflecting the opposite characteri stic s, but this is
not necessarily true. Research has shown thatfopen, friendly,\'
cooperative climates are not free from conflict and in fact
often have more open conflict than their opposite) (Eolger and
Poo1e, 1984r Robbins, 1974; Jandt, 1973).
The significant difference lies not in the quantity of the
conflict, but in the quality. The destructive conflict which
normatly results from the repressive or hostile climate is of
a much more dangerous nature than the Productive conflict evi-
dent in open climates. The destructive conflict detracts from
the organization, whereas productive conflict spurs on the
members' creativity (Jandt, 1973, p. 3).
If one item can be ca1led the major cause of conflict it
would have to be differences in percePtion. Perception is
referred to in atl, of the theories of conflict and it plays a
major role in resolving conflict' In almost any $rork on con-
ftict or conflict management one wilI find numerous comments
regarding the roLe of perception in conflict. A review of
these demonstrates both the prevalence of the topic in the
literature and the importance of understanding it to under-
stand conflict.
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IBoulding states tna{" Ii]t is not the 'objective' hostilitv
of the parties $rhich is important, but the perceived hostility,
that is the hostility of each as perceived by the otherrr (1957,
\p. I32).,) napoport writes that " Ic]ontroversial issues tend to
be polarized not only because commitments have been made but
aLso because certain perceptions are actively excluded from
consciousness if they do not fit the chosen r.vorld image" (1950,
ap. 258). foeutsch adds to the discussion when he writes, "[i]f\
each side \n a conflict tends to perceive its own motives and
behaviors as more benevolent and legitimate than those of the
other side, it is evident that the conflict will spiral upward
in inrensity" (1973, p. I54) . i
,-l'Clearly, $ne's perception of actions' statements or atti-
tudes are strongly involved in shaping one's own actions, state-
ments and attitudes.) ( Wtl. 
" 
one believes that a second party
,/
shares beliefs and values and demonstrates this through words
and actions, he or she has no difficulty getting along with
that party.) When we perceive someone to have opposing views,
we tend to see things in their words and actions that may not
actually be there. The presence or absence of such things
becomes enormously Iess significant than the PercePtion.
Fisher and Ury make this point quite strongLy when they write:
Ultimately, however, conflict Iies not
in the objective reality, but in people's
heads. Truth is one more argument - per-
haps a good one, perhaps not - for dealing
with the difference. Fears, even if iI1-
founded, are real fears and need to bedealt with. Hopes, even if unrealistic.
may cause a war. Facts, even if established,




Iit is quite apparent that ingividualsr differences of
perception can be @t but a major
.- timpedime@s.'l This is particurarly)true when one looks at the negative Froducts of percePtion:
Iack of trust, defensiveness, fear, resentment, and attribution
of intent to name but a f ew. Several of these will be discussed
more thoroughly in the next Chapter. One cannot overemphasize
the role of percePtion in conflict nor fail to recognize the
impactithasonsomenyotherasPectsoftheconflictsituation.
The causes o_f conflict discussed above tend to be of an
intangibte variety. They are attributes that are sometimes
difficult to identify precisely. Turner and weed illustrate
more concrete situations in organj-zations that lead to conflict.
These situations are work overload, work underload, conflicting
demands, responsibility without authority, win-lose situations'
tine and staff conflict, dead end jobs, and worker evaluations
(1983, pp. 22-23, p. 60). While perhaPs more tangible and
easier to recognize, these factors are not necessarily easier
to resolve. Their concreteness, hohrever, should facilitate
the creation of options that could lead to conflict resolution.
Turner and Weed arrive at these situations based upon their
belief that conflict ari.ses from situations, not from the
personality traits of individuals. They see the causes dj-s-
cussed above as the result of these situations. one grows
angry or frustrated because there i.s no room for promotion
within the organization or because supervisors change priorities
constantly (Turner and Weed, 1983, p. 60).
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This is not an all-inclusive Iist of the causes of conflict,
but it is comprehensively representative. other items such as
power. trust, ielf-esleem, promises, and threats have a strong
influence on how a conflict situation develops and how conflict
management is approached and they will be inctuded in the study
where appropriate. A final item deserving discussion at this
time i-s i nterdependence .
Interdependence is included in the definition of conflict,
thus highlighting its importance' It is particularly important
in intraorgani zationa I conflict because:
a conflict is more passionate and more radical
when it arises out of close relationships' The
coexistence of union and opposiion in such rela-
tionships makes for the peculiar sharpness of
the conflict. Enmity cal1s forth deeper and more
violent reactions, the greater the involvement
of the Parties among whom it ori-ginates (Coser,19s6, p. 71).
This "peculiar sharpness" must be kept in mind j-n the context
of this study.
The fact that interdependence can be a signj'ficant factor
in organizational conflict should be readily apparent' At
least as apparent, if not more, should be that the same inter-
dependence creates the need for conflict resolution' Because
the various groups in an organization rely on one another to
achieve goals, it is to their mutual benefit to keep conflict
to a minimum and resolve it as quickly as possible. This
aspect of interdePendence wilL be discussed in Chapter Four'
In addition to the causes of conffict that have already
been discussed, there are also characteristics of conflict and
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conflict situations that should be noted. Folger and Poole
list three characteristics of conflict situations: tenseness
and threat, uncertainty, and fraqility (1984, p. 3). The
parties to a conflict wiIl exPerience these emotions throughout
the conflict, particularly j.n the early stages. The tenseness
and fear of threat results from the fact that the conflict has
arisen and the fear that the other Party may follow tactics
designed to intimidate or guarantee a one-sided outcome' The
uncertainty arises from the fact that neither Party can guar-
antee what course the conflict will folIow, what the resolution
will be, and how the relationship between the parties will be
affected. Fragility is the nature of the situation itself,
for when parties are involved in conflict their normal methods
of workj-ng are disrupted. Because of the tense, threatening,
uncertain atmosPhere that is created, the parties must be very
careful in their speech and action to ensure that they communi-
cate precisely what they intend to, hence the fragility' In
addition, because groups in an organization tend to be inter-
dependent, the nature of the relationshiP itself becomes fragile'
Knowing that they must go on erorking together when the conflict
is resolved, the parties must be concerned with preserving their
relationship. These three characteristics wiIl be evident in
virtually every conflict and will have some imPact in the course
of th9-conflict, including the resolution process.
( orqanizational conflict, according to Dubin, is both con-
tinuous and institutiona }ized (1957). Conflict is contj-nuous
because, by the nature of the relationships in an organization,
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conf l-icts wilI arise and be resolved on an on-going basis.
Because the relationships are on-going, the conflicts must be
resolved. As Dubin puts it, "[t]he parties are really conrmitted
to resolving the differences because the continuity of the rela-
tionship depends upon finding vrays to settle issues" (1957,
p. 192) .
In describing the insti tutional i zed nature of conflict,
Dubin writes:
Conflict bet$reen grouPs is not random. Neither
is conflict about chance subjects which happen
to be the fleeting concern of a grouP. Conflict
between groups has form and exhibits order. The
very orderliness of conflict Provides the basis
upon which we can view conflicts as institution-
alized. Institutionali zed behavior is systematic
soci4l relations (1957, P. 187).
This inst itutional ized nature can be seen when a conflict is
viewed as rising from a source, becoming a focal point of group
activity, and then being managed to allow resumption of normal
activity. Folger and Poole call the process a "cycle of initia-
tion - response - counterresponse " (1984, p. 8).
Fil1ey notes other characteristic of organizational conflict:
" [m]ost conflicts involve disagreements involving means rather
than ends" (197']., p. 1\. As an example, consider an organiza-
tion in which production is lagging behind the normal IeveI.
The goal of resolving the conflict is the resumption of the
normal production rate, but the different groups affected may
see the means to achieving this end in different tights ' Finding
a means acceptable to the concerned groups is what is reguired to
manage the conflict.
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Finally. in organizational conflict there is a need for
cooperation because, as Tedeschi points out, " [m]ost conflicts
are nonzero sum in character, !,rhere there is something to be
gained by both parties" (I970, p. I55). A nonzero sum conflict
is one in which both parties can achieve satisfaction versus
one in whlch one party achieves satisfaction at the expense of
others. If in intraorganizational conflict it is generally the
means around which the conflict revolves, not the ends, and if
the goaI of the organization is accepted, resolving the conflict
thus has a benefit for all the involved parties. By cooperating
in the resofution process alI sides win.
A knowledge of conflict theories as well as of the causes
and characteri s tj.cs of conflict gives the conflict manager a
resource from which to draw. Although this knosrledge is an
essential resource, it is insufficient in and of itself to
resolve conflict. It is also necessary to understand the con-
flict management approaches available to facilitate resolution.
In the next chapter, factors affecting conflict management will
be reviewed for just this purpose.
The causes of conflict discussed in this chapter have
different impacts on communication. Aggression can be mani-
fested in many comnunicative behaviors, be they actions or
rr/ords. Superceding the orders of another and making threats
are examples of co[ununication activities that are aggressive.
As for climate. the relationship with communication has already
been established, but it bears restating. The climate is the
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result of both verbal and nonverbal cornmunication, which is in
turn influenced by the ctimate in an on-going cycle.
In perception, communication is esse,ntial' One's perception
is the result of commurtication that has taken pIaee. Perception
is the created meaning that is a Part of the definition of com-
munication provided earlier. A receiver, for various reasons
such as organizationaL situations and human nature, provides
his,/her own perception to another's behavior, particularLy if
that behavior creates an ambiguous conununication) As a result,
the need for clear cormunication and effective cornmunication
practices such as oPen climates and listening becomes evident'
one must behave in a manner which ensures that the cornmunication
is understood and perceived as intended. These asPects of com-
munication will be discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter,
what is true in all 0f these situations is that cofiununication
takes place that alerts the parties involved to the fact that a
conflict situation exists. If it is clear that communication
makes the conflict situation evidelitr it should also be clear
that corununication is necessary for its resolution'
CHAPTER FoUR: FACTORS AFFECTING THE RESOLUTION OF CONTLICT
Frost and Wilnot write that there are four acLions-+hat
parties may take in conf lict; " It]hey may (I) avoid, (2) -m4-i!-!Ea i n
at the present level, (3) rqQuqg, or (4) escalate it" (1978,
p. 104) . Each of these options is either a form or result of
conflict management. Theories of conflict management range
from those calling for the total elimination of conflict to
those actively encouraging it. In this chapter several major
theories wiII be discussed, as weII as some of the more salient
influences on conflict management .
Boufding writes that "the resolution of conflict depends on
two factors: the reduction of the intensity of the conflict, on
the one hand, and the development of overriding organizations
r"rhich include both parties, on the other" (1957, p. 133) ' This
guideline is integral to most theories of conflict resolution
because it points out the necessity of reducing conflict while
maintaining or increasing the organizational ties that enhance
goal achievement when searching for satisfactory outcomes'
Filley, drawing from the work of Blake and Mouton, states that
there are three outcomes of conflict: the lose-Iose outcome,
the win-tose outcome, and the win-win outcome (1979, p' 3) '
Each of these outcomes is the result of at least one of the
following modes of conflict management: withdrawal, smoothing,
compromising, forcJ-ng, or Problem- solving, which is also known
as the integrati.ve method (1979, p. 3).
withdrawal is characterized by one or both parties avoiding




position somewhat after common ground for resolution j-s dis-
covered. The cofiunon ground is found by placing emPhasis on
conunon interests in the early stages of the resolutron process '
Smoothing differs from compromise j-n that smoothing builds on
common interests, while in comPromise each side gives in so that
no one realizes afl of their goals. compromise is a surrendering
process not necessarily the result of common j'nterests but more
frequently the Product of concessions such as, "If I can keep A'
you can keep B." Forcing is behavior by one party which causes
the other party to acquiesce to demands or threats' Problem-
solving takes place when parties confront the conflict head on
and meet their objectives and affective needs (Filley, 1979' P' 3)'
FiIIey attributes the lose-tose outcome to compromise and
identifies some of the activities Ieading to this as bribing'
in which one party acquiesces to the desires of the other in
return for some gain; resorting to third parties, by which
direct confrontation is avoided; and by resorting to rules
mechanisms to avoid confrontation. In this situation neither
party to the conflict gains what it desires and both go away
diSsatiSfi.ed.Inthewin-IosesituationonesidegainSits
objectives at the expense of the other' This is achieved
through forcing, which is characterized by dominance through
power, majority rule, railroading, and refusing to respond to
another. A win-win solution is achieved through problem-soIving,
in which the conftict is expressed but channeled tov'ard a solu-
tion in which both parties achieve what they desire. cooPerative
actions are essential to achieving this outcome (Filley, 1979, p' 40)'
- 
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The win-win outcome is quite obviously preferable, to the
I
lose-Iose or the win-10se outcomes in most situations.,/ In "The
Fifth Achievement," Blake and Mouton Present the rationafe for
the problem-solving or integrative method as the single method
for achieving the trin-win outcome. They state that the win-win
outcome is achieved infrequently because society does not accept
what is required to complete the process, that being the "resolu-
tion of differences in a direct, man-to-man way" (1973, p' 92) '
Society suffers from what Filley calls "The Ethic of the Good
Loser, " which states that in any disagreement there must be a
winner and. a loser, and that tlte loser must accept the Ioss in
a quiet, dignified manner. In conflict resolution one Party
can take the aPproach that it will be the winner and the way
to ensure that the loser does accePt the loss is to label the
Ioser bad or evil if s/he complains. Accepting the loss is what
is expected from a loser (1979, p. 2).
Blake and Mouton believe that before win-win outcomes can
be achieved people must realize that there is nothing wrong
with seeking satisfaction of their objectives, and that conflict
management skitLs can and must be developed' They call this
the fifth achievement, ... the establish-
ment of a problem solving society where
differences among men [and women] are sub-ject to resolution through insights that 
-iermit Protagonists themselves to identifyLnd implement solutions to their differences
upon the basis of coNnitted agreement (L973,p. 91).
The fifth achievement is intended to go beyond the processes
traditionaLly used for resolving clifferences, which Blake and
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Mouton Iist as "the scientific method; politics; lar.r, with its
associated police povrersi and organizational hierarchy" (1973,
p. 89). These traditional channels do not allow the freedom
necessary for integrative problem-solving and in fact inhj-bit
them at times. The scientific method selects one solution as
most valid and declares aII others to be unacceptable; political
solutions in a democratic society resolve conflict by a majority
vote which does not satisfy the ninority, nor does it change
their attitudes; law only solves legaI difficulties, and organi-
zational hierarchy usually has the will of the superior to be
the deciding factor in a dispute. As B1ake and Mouton see it:
Whenever a man [or woman] meets a
situation of conflict, he [or she] has
at Ieast two basic considerations in
mind. One of these is the peoPle with
whon he [or she] is in disagreement.
Another is production of results, orgetting a resolution to the disagreement.
It is the amount and kind of each of these
elements that determine his Ior her] thinking
in dealing with conflict (1973, p. 93).
Table 4-1 shows these considerations.
The fifth achievement breaks through classical structures
and promotes face to face problem-solving without interference
from these structural restrictions. It involves training indi-
viduals in conflict theory and its causes, and development of
skills designed to reach conflict resolution.
Deutsch supports the general concept of Blake and Mouton,
which he cal1s "cooperative problem-solving , " and he offers
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1. It aids open and honest comnunication of relevant
information between the participants.
2. It encourages the recognition of the legitimacy of
each other's interests and the necessity of searchingfor a solution which is responsive to the needs of
each side.
3. rt leads to a trusting, friendly attitude !,rhich
increases sensitivity to similarities and common
interests, while minimizing the saLience of dif-
ferences (1973, PP. 175-L75]. .
In an organizational context the likelihood of cooPerative
problem-solving taking place is influenced by the nature of the
relationship between the parties. As Deutsch rrrites, "It]he
stronger and the more salient the existing cooperative as com-
pared with the competitive bonds linking the conflicting parties,
the r0ore likely it is that the conflict will be resolved cooPer-
atively" (1973, p. 180).
Jamieson and Thomas also accept the positive concept of
problem- so Iving, but they have somewhat different modes of
implementing it. They believe that aII conflict outcomes are
the result of the combination of two basic conflict modes that
parties can choose: cooperation and assertiveness- cooPeration
is one's attempt to satisfy the concerns of the other' and
assertiveness is an attempt to satisfy one's own needs' Each
party chooses a fonn of each of these behaviors and the combin-
atj.ons of the partyrs choices yields the outcomes (1979, P' 65) '
As with filley, Jamieson and Thomas identify five conflict
behaviors: competing, collaborating' avoiding, accommodating,
and compromising. Competing is characterized by assertive,
uncooperative behavior and yields either a win-Lose or lose-Iose
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outcome. Collaborating parties demonstrate assertive, cooP-
erative behavior in whrch they confront disagreements and
attempt to resolve the problem, a mode equj.valent to FiIIey's
problem- so lving . Avoiding results when parties assume an
uncooperative, unassertive posture narked by withdrawal-, buck-
passing, and failure to take a position. when both partles
take this approach a lose-Iose outcome is assured; rrhen one
party chooses any other alternative excePt collaboration, a win-
lose outcome results. Accommodating is the result of unasser-
tive, cooperative behavior and wi]1 produce either a win-Iose
or a lose-Iose outcome. compromising, as with Fi11ey, is marked
by 9ivin9 j-n and trading, resuLting in a lose-lose situation.
It is characterized by intermediate assertiveness and coopera-
tion (1979, pp. 56-67). Table 4-2 gives a graphic display of
these mode combinations and outcomes.
Thomas and Pondy have develoPed srhat they caII an "intent"
model for conflict management based on their belief that the
attribution of intent to the words and actions of the other
party directs the actions of the participants. They open their
model by asserting that "It]he key to conflict management by
principal parties j.s understanding the role of higher mental
processes during a conflict ePisode" (1979. p. 5I). They state
that the most significant of these processes is attributing
intent to the actions of the other party because it makes these
actions more comprehensibLe. In addition, attributing intent
influences emotional responses by conflict parties. The
rational and emotional reaction caused by attributed intent
FIVE CONTLICT HANDLING MODES,
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wilI dictate the choices of action of the parties throughout
the conflict (1979, PP. 5t-52).
In understanding intent and thus successfully resolving
conflict, each party plays +-wo Parts: actor and observer.
The aim of the actor is to control the intent attributed by
the observer and in particular to avoid giving an impression of
intentional harm. In order to achieve this goal, the actor can
choose from five activities: scanning, exPlaining, preparing,
excusing and repairing. Scanning involves obtaining feedback
from the other party to find out what intent has been attributed
to the other in their role as observer. Explaining is the Pro-
cess by which the actor communicates the intent s/he wants the
observer to understand and is meant to be benign. PreParing
is the actor's way of dealing with the anticipated f.rustration
that his or her actions will cause the observer. Thomas and
Pondy call preparing the giving of an advanced warning offered
as a gesture of good wiII. Excusing is an action taken when
the actor learns of the observer's frustration after the fact
and is an attempt to convince the observer that causing the
frustration was not deliberate, and that if it was deliberate'
it was legitimate. FinalIy, when causing the frustration was
deliberate, the actor can engage in repairing activities
designed to convince the other Party that the intent was good
even if the result was not. Apologies are an example of a
repairing activity (1979, pp. 57-58) . Table 4-3 lists the
five activlties and sample statements pertinent to each'
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"It was an accident. "
"I had no idea that
No alternatives--
"I was forced to . .
"I had no choice. "
"It was unavoidable. "
Leg it imate - -
"You deserved it. "
ApoIog ies--
"we were in error. "
"I am sorry. "
Penance - -
"Please accept this . "
"Let us make it uP to You."
"what can I do? "










(Thomas and Pondy, 1979, P. 58)
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The observer is on the other side of the fence from the
actor. The role of the observer is to discern the other's
-intent, because one must know the other's intent in order to
respond properly. Just how imPortant it is to understand the
other's intent depends on the nature of the relationship between
the parties: the closer or more imPortant the relationshiP, the
more j.mportant the understanding (Thomas and Pondy, 1979, pp.
58-59) . In an intraorganizational context, then, this under-
standing i,s quite important and somewhat easier to achieve
because the relationship serves as a reference from which to base
intent. In relationships such as intraorgan izationa I ones the
observer is thus better prepared to understand the intent of
the other party. The more accurate the intent attributed to
the other party, the more aPpropriate the observer's responses '
According to Thomas and Pondy, each party performs both
roles during a conflict, thus the nature of the relationship
between the parties is the sj.ngle most imPortant factor in deter-
mining hov, the conflict wiLl progress. The second most important
factor is time. Experience demonstrates that time lags facili-
tate conflict understanding the management (Thomas and Pondy,
1979, p. 50). ay avoiding immediate, normally emotional reac-
tions during the conflict, one avoids escalation while encour-
aging a resolution based on rational decisions.
The model offered by Thomas and Pondy is not so much a
theory of conflict rnanagement as it is a guideline for behavior
during conflict. It proposes actions that can be followed by
parties in a conflict no matter 
',that approach they take to it;
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however, these actions seem to be ideally suited to a Problem-
solving approach because they encourage the Parties to under-
stand both thej.r own and the other party's intentions. An
understanding of intent clarifies for participants the direction
each wants the confLict to follow. By promoting such under-
standing, this model can be used to assist participants in face
to face conflict resolution.
In addition, Thomas and Pondy's model is clearly based on
co[ununication behavior between both parties. They Present a
method for attemPting to ensure that the meaning of an action
is clear and that the perception of the observer is that intended
by the actor. This highlights once again the connection betr"een
perception, climate, and communication. While the Perception of
the actor's intent as understood by the observer is a result of
the cornmunication behavior that takes P1ace, it is also influ-
enced by the climate of the grouP. The climate provides a
frame of reference from which the observer can draw' Both the
actor and the observer can telI from the group climate what kind
of behaviors are accePtable, which assists in both forming and
receJ.ving intentions.
The approaches to conflict management discussed above aII
have in common the desire to either eliminate or reduce to a
minimum a conflict that has arisen and to alter the existing
conditions or situation. Not all approaches to conflict manage-
ment share this gcal . Robbins has developed what he ca1ls the
" interactioni st " approach, which is one of the three philosophies
of conflict management that he identifies '
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The first philosoPhy of conflict management is the tra-
ditional, which cal1s for the total elimination of conflict,
something Robbins considers not only unattainable, but unde-
sirable as weII. The second philosophy is the behavioral,
which accepts conflict as a Part of the social norm. Finally,
there is the interactionist philosophy which not only accePts
confLict, but openly encourages it (1974, P. 20). In the inter-
actionist approach, " Ic]onflict is the vital seed from which
growth and success germinate" (Robbins, 1974, p. t5)- It is
not simply positive or negative, it is necessary. Robbins
states that:
the interactionist believes that just as
the leve1 of conflict may be too high and
require a reduction, -it is often too low
and in need of increased intensity' The
interactionists believe organizations that
do not stimulate conftlct increase theprobability of stagnant thinking, inade-
quate decisions, and at the extreme,
organizational demise (1974, p. 14)'
The inreractionists do not calI for a continuously j.ncreasing
tevel of conflict, for this would have the same effects they
believe would. result from too little conflict ' what the inter-
actionists Propose is encouraging and dj'scouraging conflict as
necessary to maintain what they befieve to be a proper level of
conflict, one which Promotes growth and creativity and prevents
stagnation. Both Coser (1956) and Jandt (1973) have also pointed
out these positive attributes of conflict ' It can also be said
thattheinteractionistsencouragethepositiveconflictv,hile
discouraging the destructive conflict discussed in Chapter one'
They promote constructive conflict whlch produces benefits for
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the participants while discouraging destructive conflict which
irreparably harms the Participants and their relationship.
Robbins believes that the major obstacle to his aPproach,
as it is to Blake and Mouton's, is socialization. Society
teaches people to avoid conflict at all costs because it is
tooked upon as an unPleasant, hostile activity. what is required
is training that teaches people to understand and accePt the
positive aspects of conflict (I974, p. I7\. In this respect
he agrees with Blake and Mouton; they all see a need for changing
the way society views conftict in order to deal with it more
effectiveLy.
Robbins lists eight characteristics of organizational struc-
ture that directly affect any of the conflict management Processes:
size, bureaucratic qualities, heterogeneity of staff, style of
supervision, particiPation, re\rard systems, power, and inter-
dependence (1974, pp. 4I-50). Size affects the conflict in the
quantity of conflict. Larger organizations wilL have nore poten-
tial for conflict because they deal with more issues and have
Iarger numbers of people than do smaller organizations,. This
is not a guarantee that there will be more conflict in larger
organizations than in smaller ones because there are so many
other variables, but the numbers indicate a greater Potential
for it. The size of the organization can also affect the inten-
sity of the conflict- In large scale conflicts resolution
becomes more difficult because the nunbers involved make it
hard to red,uce the resolution to a one to one situation which
facilj.tates const.ructive outcomes. As a result, the conflict
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can linger and escalate, causing more damage than the initial
conflict would have had it been resolved as quickly as possible.
The bureaucratic qualities of an organization and their
effect on conffict depend on the type of organization with which
one is involved. Organizations can, by degree, be open or closed,
centralized or decentralized, hierarchical or flat. As for their
impact on conflict resolution, open and decentralized organiza-
tions are best suited to problem-solving because they have more
people involved in decision making and encourage more communica-
tion in all directions. They are less bureaucratic than cen-
tralized organizations.
Bureaucracy tends to be an element of highly centralized
organizations such as the military. Smith writes that "the
potential for conflict tends to be greater in centralized,
bureaucratic organizations" (1973, p. 353) such as the military
because, as Applbaum, et aI . write, they have "a very limited
capacity tg handle it' (1974, p. I85). writing from experience as
a member of the military, this author can attest to the limited
ability of bureaucratic organizations to handle conflict and,
in particular, to resolve it in a mode that satisfies all parties.
The military and other highty centralized organizations work
with a very specific chain of command. Major decisions are made
at the top and passed down. Although there may be a discussion
of available options, once the decision is made by the senior
member all levels of the organization are expected to accePt it
and implement it. This in itself can generate conflict that
has no outlet. When conflict does arise in these organizations,
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the ultimate result is that the person furthest up the chain
of cornmand decides what should be done to resofve the situation
and that is what is done. This tyPe of resolution does not
necessarily resolve the conflict because it is an imposed
so lut ion .
Bureaucracy promotes the buck-passing approach to cJnflict
situations because it allows individuals to hand off conflicts
or place the blame for solutions on those above them in the
organization. This frequently Prevents one from encountering
face to face the party with whom a resolution can be achieved'
Indeed, bureaucracy seems best able to resolve conflict by
keeping it unresolved until people give up any hope of resolving
it. The total effect of bureaucracy is to avoid conflict if
possj.ble, but when that becomes impossible to imPose a solution,
thus satisfying only some of the Participants and leaving the
others to seek alternatives.
The next characteristic of organizational structure dis-
cussed by Robbins is heterogeneity of staff, which involves
tenure qqd 
-tu-raorrer. Research by HalI and Williams in this
area revealed that established grouPs engaged in more construc-
tive conilict than-did ad hoc grouPS. The established groups
worked toward a solution cooperatively, whereas the ad hoc
groups resorted to compromise. They also found that established
groups concentrated on the j.ssues involved in the confLict while
the ad hoc groups focused on the individuals presenting ideas
(1966, pp. 214-222). This same study revealed a decline in
eonflict the longer people have been with an organization.
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Robbins, being an interactionist, views this decline in conflict
as a liability and supports "planned employee turnover and the
purposeful inclusion of 'young rebels' into groups to promote
better adjustrent to alterations in the environment and thus
aid group perforrunce effectiveness" (1974, p- 44], . This sug-
gestion is a measure designed to avoid the stagnation and Iack
of creative thought often found in organizations in which people
hold the same position for long Periods of time and develop a
status quo.
The style of supervision influences conflict in organizations
to a large degree because it Places a high value on the judgment
and ability of subordinates (Robbins, 1974, p. 45). Close super-
vision tends to indicate a lack of trust in individuals, thus
causing more conflict than does looser or more distant super-
vision. It also creates greater conflict because of the proximity
between the superior and the subordinate and their different roles
in the organization.
In additlon to demonstrating a lack of trust, close suPer-
vision is frequently aggravating. It is tedious to have someone
constarrtly peering over one's shoulder, particularly if the
individualdoingthepeeringisalwaysquestioningone'sactions.
Such situations breed resentment and anger, hence conflict' From
a conflict management Perspective, the intensity of the conflict
will be high, thus making resoLution difficult' Because of the
effect on trust and self-esteem, suPervision style can be very
significant in a conflict situation'
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Participation in the organization can have either positive
or negative effects in conflict which coincide with the structure
of the organization. In general, when individuals have input in
the conflict resolution process they are more willing to accePt
the outcomes; when they do not, they will not. This reaction
results because the opportunity to offer inPut into the decision
j.ncreases an individual's sense of self-worth. Even in large
organizations, if participation in some minor way is included
in the resolution Process, the agreement reached has a much better
chance of being accepted by the members. when members are not
participants, nor are they offered input into the resolution
process, they are not like1y to accept the agreement as willingly'
As Burke points out, people "are likeIy to report more satisfac-
tory use of conflict if they are given some consideration in its
resolution" (1979, p. 199). Conversely, exclusion from the
resolution Process is likely to increase conflict. Allowing
maximum participation is thus a favorable conflict management
strategy in most cases, but Robbins Points out that in situations
in which conflicts over goals exist, greater Participation tends
to increase conflict in a negative manner because instead of
searching for a solution, each Party lobbies for its goal at the
exclusion of other ' s.
Reward systems minimize or exacerbate conflict depending on
the way in which they are applied to the entire organization.
When applied in a uniform manner or one which supports contribu-
tions to the organizational goals, they minimize conflict because
all parties believe they are being treated fairly. In a 1969
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study Walton and Dutton found the opposite to be true as well.
They found that "the more the ,:ewards and evaluations of higher
management emphasize the seParate performance of each department
rather than their combined Performance, the greater the conflict"
(Robbins, 1974, p. 47). To suPport this finding Robbins includes
an exanple of the reward.s offered a production uni-t and a sales
unit in the same company. Each unit is rewarded for a different
and conflicting reason: "[o]ne unit rs being rewarded for fewer
runs that minimize cost, vrhile the other unit is rewarded for
speed, which frequentfy entaiLs the need for a greater number of
runs" (1974, p. 27). when dual reward systems that are not
mutually compatible are used they will set' grouPs in opPosition;
when a uniform system is used it will minimize conflict and con-
tribute to the organizational goa1s.
Other reward systems also influence the course of conflict,
such as bribery. One can buy off the person generating the con-
flict r,rith money, favors, or Position; or one can avoid conflict
entirely by rewarding a third Party for dealing with it' From
this perspective reward systems can be particularly effective
in preventing a probtem-solving resolution because in most
organizations someone can readily be found who wilI accept
bribes or rewards for whatever reason, thus saving the rewarder
from having to get involved in the conf l-i-ct.
Just as Perception is arguably the leading cause of conflj'ct,
power is probably the Iflost significant element in conflj-ct reso-
lution within organizations. Folger and Poole define power as
the "capacity to act effectively, " and, "a person is powerful
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when he or she has the resources to act and to influence others
and the skills to do this effectively" (1984, p. 49). In organi-
zations, power tends to be positional; certain positions give
individuals control of more resources affecting how they can act
tosrards others. This is particularly true in centralized, hier-
archical organizations in which power is at the top and flows
downward.
Authority, which comes from the Power to give commands, is
typical of the use of power in organizations. In conflict resolu-
tion, power enables those in superior positions to dictate solu-
tions, equitable or not, because:
the unique aspect of authority is that sub-
ordinates acquiesce without questioning and
are willing to (1) suspend any intellectual
or moral judgments about the aPpropriateness
or the superior's directives, ol (2) act as
if they subscribe to the j udgrment of the
superior even if in fact, they find thedirective distasteful, irrational, or morally
suspect (Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, pp. 2S-29).
Power can only exist because there is a relationship between the
parties engaged in conflict. For Power to be exerted, "it must
be g j-ven credence by the group--either consciously or unconsciously
group members must endorse them" (Folger and Poo1e, 1984, p. llt).
Power would seem to be a factor that Puts one party in the
conflict in total control. If one party has all of the power
resources this woutd be the case, but the resolution achieved
would probably not be long term due to the dissatisfaction of
the powerless party. If conflict is to be productive, aI1
parties involved must have some power (Folger and Poole , L984,
p. 49). Because power exists as a result of a relationship
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betvreen the parties it is relative, and depends on how both
parties perceive the relationship. This is the basis of French
and Raven's six types of power: reward, coercive, legitimate,
referent, expert, and informational (French and Raven, I959;
Raven, I965).
If the parties in a conflict are labelled O and P, the six
power types vrork as follows: reward power is based on P's belief
tirat O has the ability to provade rewards, or the exPectation
that O will do something nice if P comPLies with o's wishes;
coercive power results from P's percePtion that o can and wilI
punish P for not complying with O's wishes; legitimate power is
based on P's belief that o has a right to Prescribe P's behavj-or
by the nature of their positions; referent power is based on P's
desire to maintain a friendly relationshiP with O; exPert power
results from P's belief that o has some special knowledge or
ability; and infomrational power is the result of communication
between O and P (Erench and Raven, 1959, p. 155; Raven, 1955,
p. 373) . Although O aPPears to have all the Power j.n each of
these situations, it is only because P accepts or believes that
to be the case. Once P stops believing that O has one of these
sources of power, O's power is diminished until it can be demon-
strated to P that it does exist.
The six bases of power discussed by Prench and Raven are
often avaitable to individuals based upon their position in the
organization. Individuals in positions of superiority or author-
ity have access to legitimate, reward and coercive power, while
referent, in!ormational and expert Power are available to anyone
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(Janieson and Pondy, L979, p. 55) . This generally leaves sub-
ordinates in a weak posj-tion in the conflict management process
because their greatest power tends to be with their peers, not
with their superiors. In a superior-subordinate conflict the
subordinate's limited power sources limits its options ' This is
the case in centralized organizations more so than in decentralized
ones. Although the superior must first convince the subordinate
that the power is available before it can be used, it is highly
unlikely in an organizational context that the subordinate wilI
not accept the power as a Part of the superior's position. In a
super ior- subordj-nate conflict the superior has more bases of
power, but the subordinate holds the endorsement of those bases,
thus preventing an imposed resolution.
In the superior- subordinate conflict the party holding the
power is the stronger power while the other is the weaker party.
FoIger and Poole calI conflicts of this nature unbalanced con-
flicls, and they point out two dangers to the weaker party:
first, the stronger Party will be able to define the conflict
alone; and second, the tendency is for weakness to be self-
perpetuating. If one party defines the conflict the weaker party
is at a disadvantage in attemPting to resolve it because s/he
is not involved in the conflict definition, and the resulting
solution could be ineffective or outright harmful . Weakness
becomes se I f-perpetuating when the weaker Party continually
succumbs to the power moves of the stronqer party without
challenge or countermoves. The result of this is an increase
in the control of the stronger party and a corresPonding decrease
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in the ability of the weaker Party to affect the outcome. In
this situation the weaker party poses a dileruna in that it may
commit an act of desperation which can destroy the group or lead
to later retribution (Fo1ger and Poole, 1984, pp. L4I-L42) .
In a superior- subordinate conflict the subordinate does
have some options to exercise in attemPting to achieve his/her
goa1s, the first of which is influence. Bacharach and Lawler
define influence as the "provision of information from one level
to another by one Person to another" (1980, p- 29). one exercises
influence by:
offering advice, making suggestions, entering
into discussions, persuading and the Iike, but
the individual does not make the final decision.
He or she does not exercise authority. Influence,
thus, consists of efforts to affect organizational
decisions indirectly, vrhile authority makes finaldecisions (Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, p. 29) '
Inf l-uence is the power held by subordinates which can be exer-
cised to offset, to an extent, the authority of superiors'
The second oPtion available to subordinates is much more
drastic, and tilat is the seizure of power (Bacharach and Lawler'
1980, p. 42). Bacharach and Lawl-er write that " [i]ndividuals
and perhaps subgroups within organizations are not passive
recipients of power but rather are active participants mobilizing
power for their own ends" (1980, p. 42) ' By seizing whatever
power they can, subordinates strengthen their positj-on and their
ability to achieve a satisfactory outcome '
Inrealizingthedifferencesbetweenauthorityandinfluence
it is important to note their sources in order to fully under-
stand \,/ho has access to them. Bacharach and Lawler write that
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the "source of authority is solely structural; the source of
influence may be personal character i stics , expertj.se, or oppor-
tunity" (1980, p. 44), By differentiating between authority and
influence one is able to understand that in a conflict situation
each party $/iII nornally have some power available.
In addition to Erench and Raven's six types of power, Folger
and Poole write, there are four power modes or uses: direct appli-
cation of power, direct and virtual use of povrer, indirect use,
and hidden use (1984, pp. 12I-I24). The direct application of
power is intended to force a second party to do something whether
it wants to or not. In order to obtain compliance, one party
brings the physical, political and economical resources available
to it to bear on the situation. Direct and virtual use of power
is a demonstration of the potential use of direct force by showing
one's resources and threatening to use them. It is an attempt
to coerce the other party into taking a desirecl action.
Both the direct and the direct and virtual modes are explicit
power statements; indirect and hidden modes are implicit. In the
indirect mode the use or potential- use is never brought into
the open; it is tacitly accepted by both sides that one party
does have a certain amount of power and can exert it as required.
Such tacitly accepted power could be the result of position,
previous experience, or a number of other factors. The use of
hidden power is an attempt to control the situation by burying
certain issues before they can become a part of the situation
(Folger and Poole, 1984, pp. 121-l2a). As Folger and Poole
write, "if an issue never materializes and nothing happens, it
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seems as though Power has never come into p1ay, when in fact
it is responsible for the Iack of action" (1984, p. 129).
These four modes compliment the earlier power tyPes, making an
understanding of power tactics more clear.
This lengthy discussion of power is necessary because the
use of power clearly has a major impact on the course of a con-
fIict, the conflict management process, and several of the other
structural aspects of organizations involved in conflict. Folger
and Poolers comments summarize the significance of power in
conflict:
When one pelson successfully exerts power'
the move usually brings about a reduction of
the oPtions for his or her opponent, by limiting
the forms of interaction the other person can
engage in, by eliminating a possible resolution
to the conflict, or by restricting the opponent's
ability to emPIoy countervailing power.. These
constraints influence the direction the conflict
takes. They make certain behaviors desirable or,
alternatively, unthinkable (1984, p. 115).
Interdependence is the last of the structural aspects of
the organization listed by Robbins. hterdePendence creates the
necessity for conflict resolution because the ability of the
organization to achieve its goals can only be realized when
the groups within the organization work together. When in con-
flict with one another, the groups disrupt the normal operation
of the organization. In order to resolve the conflict they must
come to a mutually satisfactory settlement. Because they are
interdependent, the process of achieving the satisfactory settle-
ment among involved parties is a necessity if the organization
is to function smoothly. Interdependence thus facilitates the
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resolution process because the parties involved need one another
to achj-eve future goals and thus need to preserve their relation-
ship in the future. Prom this perspective interdependence has a
positive effect on conflict resolution, but, as stated earlier,
because of the closeness of the relationship between interdePen-
dent parties there is a danger of a particularly passionate con-
flict (Coser, 1955, P. 71). Because of the nature of the rela-
tionship the dispute may be bitter, while aII along the Parties
know they must resolve the conflict and preserve the relationship
for their collective and individual needs. Because the various
groups in an organization rely on each other to achieve goa1s,
it is to their mutual benefit to resolve the conflict as fairly
and as quickly as possible.
The factors tisted by Robbins are organizational , but there
are individual qualities that affect the resolution process as
weIl, among them leadership, trust, and self-esteem. Smith
writes that "effective leadershiP seems to be an imPortant vari-
able in the Prevention or resolution of conflict" (1973, p. 358)
and goes on to point out one of the positive effects leadership
can have in conflict management. He writes:
By providing Practical or social suPport, theleadership may operate as a comPensatory mechanism
to offset Problems of coNnunications, organiza-tional comnitment, or differences of interest
generated by a hierarchical form of government(1973, p. 358).
As Smith points out, a leader can have a profound effect on
subor+inateqi and if an individual is to be an effective leader,
s,/he will be able to offer direction and assistance in conflict
management and not merely dictate solutions '
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Dictation of solutions, however, remains characteristic
of many leaders, as noted by Maier and Sashkin. They found that
the most cortrnon approach to conflict management by a leader "even
after considerable training, is to try to persuade the rrtorkers
to adopt the solution he lor she] has in mind, as contrasted
with the approach of posing a Probtem and requesting the workers'
participation in finding a solution" (1979, p. 126).
As with other factors, there are positive and negative sides
of leadership to consider. Maier and Sashkin adequately define
the major negative asPect above. On the positive side it can be
said that supportive leadership that makes use of two-way, open
communication provides an excellent climate for oPen, cooperative
conflict management and should be given due corrsideration in
management training Programs.
Trust is the fulcrum uPon which conflict management balances '
Trust promotes cooperation, facilitates comnunication, and creates
an open, positive climate. Zand vrrites that " [p]ersons who trust
one another wiIl provide relevant, comprehensive, accurate and
timely information, and thereby contribute realistic data for
problem-solving efforts' (1979, p. 179). Gibb calIs trust a
"releasing process. It frees my creativity, allows me to focus
my energy on creating and discovering rather than on defending"
(1978, p. 17).
without the openness and security provided by trust, conflict
management wilL not succeed. Each party must believe that the
oi:her wilf do what it says in an agreement i.f agreement is to
be achieved. Arms control negotiations between the United
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States and the Soviet Union bear witness both to the need for
trust and the difficulty in achieving it. In the organizational
context trust is essentiaf because, once again, of the inter-
dependence of the groups within an organization. The grouPs
within an organization can achieve trust through past and on-
going performance. Once trust is estabiished it can go a long
way toward facilitating conflict management. for it is easy to
work with someone who can be trusted. without trust one faces
the defensiveness and watl-buildilg that Prohibit cooperation,
communication and conflict management; with it, fair, satis-
factory agreements can be achieved and believed.
Successful conflict management j-s a grouP-centered Process,
but when face-saving takes Place the individual stoPs this pro-
cess and places more emphasis on him/herself (Folger and PooIe,
1984, p. 156). Fisher and Ury describe face-saving by saying
that it "reflects a Person's needs to reconcj-le the stand he
takes in a negotiation or an agreement with his principles and
with his past words and deeds" (1983, p. 29). Dealing with
face, or self-esteem, is difficult because people are frequently
reluctant to admit that it has become an issue. As a result,
the conflict management process gets bogged dorrn by the intransi-
gent position taken by the individual attempting to save face'
As Folger and Poole state it:
face-saving makes inf lexibility likely
because face-saving concerns usual ly
entail the real possibility of a future
impasse in the conflict. Motives to save
face are difficult to alleviate in con-flicts and tend to foster interaction
that heads toward stalemates and standoffs(1984, p. 153).
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In addition, "the emergence of a concern with saving face
inevitably adds an issue to the conflict. The additional
problem tends to take precedence because it stands in the way
of getting back to the main issue" (Folger and Poole, 1984,
p. 153). Face-saving is particularly dangerous when it remains
hidden, thus preventing its recognition as a factor in the sit-
uation by aI1 sides.
Face-saving has a definite derogatory effect on conflict
management for the reason discussed above. In order to prevent
it from occurring or to reduce it once it has arisen, one has
several options. As a Preventive oPtion, Fisher and Ury stress
the irrportance of dealing with interests, not Positions. A
position is the view one takes as the acceptable solution in a
conflict, whereas an interest is what causes one to take that
position. Because interests usually have more than one satis-
factory position, concentration on the interests prevents one
from being backed into a corner; establishing a position and
sticking to it does not (Fisher and Ury, 1983, pp. 42-431 .
Eolger and Poole list several options to combat face-
saving such as establishing a climate that prevents it from
arising, recognizing it and bringing it into the oPen when it
does arise, treating it as a Part of the resolution process,
and exchanging concessions on the issue (1984, pp. I81-182)'
By preventing or eliminating face-saving, Parties in the
conflict managenent process reduce the peripheral elements that
impede the resolution process and allow themselves to work
together in an atmosphere of mutual respect.
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Before going on to a discussion of specific conmunication
skills it seems appropriate at this time to summarize the role
of communication in conflict and its resolution. The first
relationship is the basic one: some form of corununication
takes place that brings to the fore the fact that a conflict
exists. The communication does not necessarily generate the
conflict, for a given situation can do that. Comnunication
behavior is the articulation of the conflict which brings j.ts
existence to the cognizance of the involved parties.
once a conflict arises, some form of cofiEnunication must
take place in order for it to be resolved. Resolutj-on is
situational, thus the form of conununication that applies depends
on circumstances and what is expected from the resolution. rf
the. purpose of the resoLution j.s the elimination of the conflict,
one style of behav.ior such as forcing may be aPProPriate. If
the preservation of the relationship is of equal imPortance,
other stytes such as collaboration may be appropriate. When
attempting to resolve the conflict the personnel involved must
adopt the communication behavior best suited to their goal in
the process as weII as to achieving a solution.
conf l-ict management is an intricate process that can be
approached from severat different perspectives involving many
elements. In order to be sucessful in the conflict management
process one must understand as much as possible about the process
and the factors affecting it. Thj-s knowledge gives one the
background with which to work, but it is not enough, for in
order to manage conflict successfully one must be able to
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conmunicate and to do so effectively. coNnunication in conflict
and its management will be the toPic of the final chapter'
C!{APTER FIVE: COMMUNICATION IN CONFLICT RESOLUTIOI'I
The most essential efenent in conflict is communication. 
.A
conflict wilI not originate, escalate, or be resolved without some
form of conrnunication taking place. This chapter wiII be a dis-
cussion of some of the types of communication that are present
in the conflict situation as well as sPecific communication
ski1ls which assist individuals in becoming better prepared to
successfully manage conflict.
In ord.er to understand the role of comrnunication in conflict,
it is useful to discuss briefly communication and its place in the
organization. This brief discussion wilI reinforce the fact that
comrnunication is both a cause of conflict and a necessity for its
resolution.
.coldhaber defines organizational communication as a "dynamic
process by which the organization interacts r"rith the environment
and by means of which the organization's subjects interact with
each other" (1983, p. 28). This interaction takes place through
communication networks, which are pathways over which messages
travel (Goldhaber, 1983, p. 148). Corununication networks can be
formal , such as those that follow the organizational structure,
or informal, which do not follow organized Patterns. An example
of a formal network is the passing of information from an officiaL
such as a department head to subordinates, such as a shop super-
visor, who in turn passes the information to the workers.
official information such as policy is normally passed through a
formal network. An informal net$rork is any network through which
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unofficial information such as. ![mor is passed. Both network
types can be involved in conflict.
In addition to the networks, the direction of flow of infor-
mation in an organization is significant. According to Katz and
Kahn, there are three directions in which communications can flow:
downward, lateralIy, and upward. Dotrnward information fLow deal,s
with job descriptions and directives, organizational policies, and
goa1s. It reflects in large measure the objectives of the organi-
zation and its program for achieving them. Lateral flow consists
of messages that promote coordination of effort and emotional and
social support. Upward fl-ow contains feedback from workers
regarding their conditions, problems and performance, organiza-
tional policies and practices, and their thoughts on s/hat the
organization can and should do in given situations (Katz and Kahn,
1955, pp. 235-245).
In theory, the combination of networks and the direction of
flow permits the organization to keep everyone informed about
policy, goa1s, needs and performance, but in practice this does
not alhrays occur. In the normal organization communication breaks
down, the information passed gets distorted or omitted, or the
j.nformation itself can be received unfavorably because of j-ts
content. Goldhaber writes: " Iu]sually several things happen to
a message as it travels in an organization. Details are omitted
(levelling), added (adding) , highlighted (sharpening) , or modi-
fied (assimilating) to conform to the interests, needs, and
feelings of the reproducer" (1983, p. 24).
Communication, then, is a part of the problem as well as a
part of the solution. This is important to reemphasize at this
ITHACA COLLEGE LIBRARY
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point because people often believe that more conmunication
$ril1 automatically resolve the conflict, whieh is not neces-
sarily true. As Turner and I'leed point out:
One solution that is often considered is
'improving comrnunicationr on the assumptionthat conflict is always caused by misunder-
standing. Although misunders tandings can
cause conflict, few conflicts are simple
mi sunderstanding s that can be improved
with more conmunication (1983, P. I0).
The quality of the communication is at least as important as
the quantity.
Conflict resolution can take place in either a formal or
informal manner. The informal method takes place when parties
acknowledge that a conflict exists and resolve the conflict
before it becomes necessary to adopt a formal procedure. They
resolve the conflict by finding a solution satisfactory to all
concerned and achieving consensus. This is informal to the
extent that the parties are able to resolve the conflict before
their positions harden and it becomes necessary to become involved
in bargaining or negotiating, which is the formal method of con-
fLlet resolution. Formal networks may be used to achieve con-
sensus, as might formal methods of communication such as evalua-
tions and feedback.
Fisher and Ury descrj.be negotiation as "a basic means of
getting what you want from others. It is back and forth communi-
cation designed to reach an agreement when you and the other side
have some interests that are shared and some that are opposed"
(1983, p. xi). Bacharach and Lawler add that " [b]argaininq is
the action component of conflict" (1950, p' 108) ' rt is a formal
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process in which the parties present thelr desired obiectives,
often in the form of demands, and attempt to achieve an agree-
ment. Negotiation provides the formal framework within which
conflict resolution takes Place. During the negotiations, the
parties approach the conflict from different Perspectives and
use differetlt strategies, tactics, and skills, all of which
require a co[unand of communication skiIls. For the Purpose of
this study bargaining and negotiating are considered to be the
same and the terms wiII be used interchangeably . In discussing
negotiation, the procedure wiIl be to present the scrategies,
tactics and communication skills in that order. Strategies and
tactics, while not forms of conrnunication themselves, are frame-
works that guide the selection of particular corununication
behaviors, thus their inclusion at this Point.
STRATEG IES
To understand the use of strategies and tactics in bargaining
it is first necessary to know the difference between the two'
Frost and wilmot write: "Strategies are large, general game
plans in conflicts, and tactics are the moves made to advance
the conflict ir: the strategic direction that the particiPants
informally and implicitly work out among themselves" (1978,
p. 105). An examPle that clarifies this can be drawn from
current American foreign policy. The ]ieagan Administration,
hostj-Ie toward the Sandinista government in Nicaragua, wants a
fundamental change in the nature of that government. The stra-
tegy chosen by the adminj-stration is to force that change in the
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nature of that government, whereas a recent tactic sel-ected to
bring about the change was a total embargo of Nicaragua by the
Uni.ted States. The strategy is to force the Sandinistas to
change the government by their orrn accord, while the tactics are
the steps taken to bring it about such as the embargo.
In organizational bargaining the same type strategy-tactic
combination is used. The parties in the conflict each determine
their strategies, then select the stePs they will follow to
achieve their goaIs.
Frost and Wilmot state that strategic choices in conf lj-ct
are planned methods of operation by which ParticiPants attempt
to "move the conf li'ct in one of the four basic directions of
escalation, deescalation, maintenance, or avoidance" (1978,
p. 105) , In bargaining there are two extreme Positions or
strategies, soft and hard, between which other strategies lie'
Fisher and Ury write: "The soft negotiator wants to avoid per-
sonal conflict and so makes concessions readily in order to reach
an agreement. He wants an amicable resolution; yet he often
winds up exploited and feeling bitter" (1983, p' xii)' rndi-
viduals who adopt the soft negotiating stance are those $'ho
follow accommodation as their conflict styl,e; they are coopera-
tive and unassertive. The difficulty with choosing this strategy
is that one runs the risk of walking away from the negotiation
without satisfying his or her objectives in the conflict' As a
result, although the conflict is resolved temporarily' it is
l j.ke Iy to arise again.
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Hard negotiators, as one would suspect, conduct themselves
in the complete antithesis of the soft negotiator. They see "any
situation as a contest of wills in which the side that takes the
more extreme positions and holds out I'onger fares better. He
r^rants to win; yet he often ends up producing an equally hard
response which exhausts him and his resources and harms hj's rela-
tionship with the other side" (I'isher and Ury, 1983, p' xii)'
Hard negotiators are comPetitors; assertive, often aggressive,
and uncooperative. Their actions are marked by "extreme opening
demands, relatively f er./ concessions, and small concessions when
he or she does move" (Folger and Poole, 1984' p' 32)' They view
the conflict as a win-Iose situation in which they intend to be
victorious. There are several Problems with this aPProach. First,
if each side adopts this strategy the resolution process wiIl
drag on and be fruitless. Labor negotiations often take this
path. Secondly, if a win-tose outcome results, the losing side
is not going to be satisfied and future conffict is a near cer-
tainty. Third, the interdependence involved in an organization
makes this apProach particularly dangerous because it jeopardizes
the basic relationshiP between the Parties'
Folger and Poole discuss two strategies that lie between the
hard and soft positions, the first of which is the "reformed
sinner,, strategy. "In this strategy the Person initially com-
petes for a Period of time, then shifts over to cooperation'
This method demonstrates that the individual could compete if he
or she wanted to, but that they choose to cooperate and reward
the other" (1984, p. 33). The strength in this strategy is that
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it demonstrates one's power in the negotiation so that the other
party knor,rF that it is an available resource, but by refraining
from usj-ng it one convinces the other party that offers of coop-
eration are sincere (Folger and Poole, 1984, p. 33).
Matching is a "tit for tat" strategy in which participants
match the moves of one another. If one Party makes a hostile or
competitive move, the other resPonds in kind; if one party makes
a cooperative move, the other does likewise. Although this can
be effective in promoting the cooPeration of both parties, one
must be careful to prevent being traPped in a competitive move
loop which results in an escalating spiral (Fo1ge-r-and=Poole,
1984, pp. 33-34). Current negotiations between the Major League
BasebaII Players Association and the owrlers reflect this strateqy
with the resulting escatating spiral. In this instance, both
sides have adopted the comPetitive Position and are in danger of
harming a relationship which already lacks trust between the
parties. When cooperation results, this strategy is successful;
when escalation results it is not.
The final strategy to be discussed is what Bacharach an'f
Lawler caII integrative bargaining. Integrative bargaining is a
colLaborative effort in which the involved Palties are both asser-
tive and cooperative. The interdependent nature of the relation-
ship between the Parties strongly promotes this strategy' In
integrative bargaining, "It]he task for bargainers, therefore,
becomes not simply to bargain aggressj-vely in their o$,n interests
butalsotoengageinjointproblemsolvingthatwillilluminate
the cornmon ground between thelnr' (Bacharach and Lawler' 1980'
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p. lIO). This is important because of the relationship between
the parties for, as Fisher and Ury write, " Ie]very negotiator
wants to reach an agreement that satisfies his substantive
interests. That is why one negotiates. Beyond that, a negotiator
aLso has an interest in his relationship with the other side-"
They go on to adds
Most negotiations take Place in the context of
an ongoing relationship where it is imPortant
to carry on each negotiation in a way that will
help rather than hinder future relations andfuture negotiations. In fact, with many long
term cLients ... the ongoing relationshiP isfar more imPortant than the outcome of any par-
ticular negotiation (1983, P. 20).
The integrative strategy encourages actions designed to
resolve the corrf lict in a manner that Prevents dissatisfaction
with the solution or a tirreat to the future of the relationship'
The importance of doing both cannot be overstated. The fact
that a failure to reach a settlement which satisfies aII Parties
can lead to future rePercussions has been documented earlier and
bears reemphasizing. When a settlement does not satisfy alI
parties there wiII be Iingering resentment which requires only
a triggering event to initiate a ne$, and Perhaps more intense
conflict. The reason for the increasei intensity is the latent
resentment sPringing from frustration over the unsatisfactory
settlement of the earlier conflict. The importance of maintaining
therelationshipexistsbecausethegrouPsareinterdependent.
By definition interdependent groups need one another' thus
destroying or adversely altering the relationship leaves both
parties and the organization as a whole incapable of functioning
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properly. It is because the integrative strategy recognizes
these facts that it seems best suited for resolving organiza-
tional conflict in a manner that satisfies aII of the partic-
ipants and maintains their relationship.
TACT ICS
Once a party has selected a strategy, it then chooses the
tactics that move the conflict in that direction. Bacharach and
Laul-er define tactics as "the behavioral mechanj.sms and patterns
that coal-itions use to influence each other and achieve a satis-
factory conclusion to a conflict encounter" (1980, p. L20). when
choosing tactics, bargainers have as their primary consideration
selecting "those tactics to which they attach the greatest prob-
ability of success" (Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, p. 161). The
tactics available cover a wide range but can generally be classi-
fied into relatively few grorrPs.
Donohue states that negotiating tactics fal,I into three
groupsi attacking, defending, and regressing. Attacking tactj-cs
are used to discredit or modify the other Partyrs positions or
to force the other party to follow one's 1ead. Offensive tac-
tics such as extreme offers and threats are used to increase
one's outcome at the expense of others. Defending tactics are
used to keep the other party at bay. This is accomplished by
rejecting the demands of the other party. The PurPose of this
tactic is to make one's expected outcomes less vuLnerable to
attack. Regressive tactics are a form of avoidance and itrclude
such tactics as making concessions by accepting the proposals of
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others even when they reduce one's expected outcomes (Donohue,
1981, p. 110).
These tactic groups can clearly be seen as ways of imple-
menting a negotiating strategy based on a particular style or
approach to conflict. Attackers normaLly follow a hard strategy,
regressers a soft strategy, and defenders a strategy somewhere
in between. Attackers follow the competitive style, regressers
the accommodation style, and defenders the comPetitive.
Bacharach and Lawler state that there are four basic bar-
gaining tactics:
Improving the quality of the bargainers
alternatives; decreasing the quality of
the opponent's alternatives; decreasing
the value of what the opponent gives to
the bargainer; and increasing the extent
to which the opponent values what the
bargainer provides (1980, p. f56).
Improving the quality of the bargainer's alternatives
"reduces the bargainer's dependence on the oPponent and thereby
limits a foundation for the opponent's infIuence" (Bacharach and
Lawler, 1980, p. 156). when a bargainer j.s less dependnet on
the opponent the bargainer is free to pursue a resolution with-
out being subject to a bald display of power by the oPponent.
Decreasing the quality of the opponentrs alternatives takes this
process a step further, for it "increases the opponent's depen-
dence on the bargainer and hence the bargainer's power" (Bacharach
and Lawler, 1980, p. 155). The last two tactics have similar
results. Decreasing the value of what the bargainer receives
from the opponent decreases the opponentrs power and the bar-




opponent increases the bargainerrs power
dependence (Bacharach and Law.Ier, 1980,
p. 155).
In each of the above tactics, Power, or at least Perceived
power, is an important element. The more powerful one is, the
more tikely the outcome will satisfy that Party. This is not
to say that the negotiation tactics are intended to force a
vrin-lose outcome, although should one party accumulate enough
power and adopt a hard negotiating strategy that is quite Possible.
In the course of the negotiation each Party wiIl exercise these
tactics so that power will balance and an integrative solution
can be reached.
COMMUN]CATION ACTIVITIES AND TACTICS
In the conflict management process comnunication takes many
forms and travels in many directions, but is always taking place.
As Bolton says, "[a] person cannot not comnunicate" (1979, p. 78).
sometj.mes comnunication enhances conflict management and some-
ti.mes it prevents or inhibits it. Understanding the role of
communication in conflict requires a discussion of the activities
that can take place and the effects they have on communication
itself as well as on the conflict.
Bolton trrites about the communicati-on barriers that work
against conflict management. He Iists twelve specific barriers'
dividing them into three groups: judging, sending solutions' and
avoiding the concerns of others (i979, p. 17). Judging barriers
are criticizing, name-caILing, diagnosing, and offering evaluative
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praise. WhiIe these activities in themselves Inay not alvrays be
negatj-ve, the effect they can have on a second party often is.
Criticizing is harmful because it finds fau1t, Perhaps based
on fact, perhaps not, without offering any positive feedback.
Name-calIing or labeling is an aggressive, offensive action
that only insults and angers trle opponent. Diagnosing is belit-
tling and implies the other Party is not intelligent enough to
understand the situation. Evaluative praise can also be seen
as a threat similar to flattery (Bolton, 1979, pp. l-7-20). It
is praise offered to set an individual up to be maniPulated.
Each of these activj.ties forces the other party to adoPt a defen-
sive posture, severely inhibiting Progress toward a settlement'
The activities grouped as sending solutions are ordering'
threatening, moralizing, excessive or inapproPriate questioning,
and advising (Bolton, L979, p. L7l . "An order is a solution sent
coercively and backed by force, " and a threat is "a solution that
is sent with an emphasis on the punishment that will be forth-
coning if the soLution is not imPlemented" (Bolton, 1979, p.2Ll'
The use of coercion and threat witl be discussed in detail at a
later point. Moralizing statements are those in which an indi-
vidual tells another what they should do, an action that causes
either guilt or resentment. Excessive or inapProPriate ques-
tioning prevents the parties from concentrating on the issues
involved in the conflict and from making Progress toward a solu-
tion. $dvising is similar to diagnosing in that it implies
inferiority on the Part of the other Party' It is a v/ay of
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telling the opponent that s/he is j-ncapable of dealing with
the confl-ict without someone else providing guidance.
Activities designed to avoid the concern of others are
diverting, logical argument, and reassuring. Diverting is
changing the subject, thus preventing resolution by failure to
confront the issues. It is most often used as an avoidance
tactic, but it can also be used as an attack. It is used in
an attacking manner when the PurPose is not only to avoid the
present issue, but to introduce another on which the diverter
hopes to force a preferred solution. Logical argument is an
attempt to convince the opponent of the correctness of one's
own position, and as Bolton Points out, "when there is conflict
between people, providing logical arguments can be infuriating
(1979, p. 23). Reassurance is "a way of seeming to comfort
another while actually doing the opposite" (Bolton, 1979, p' 25) '
The way it works is that one Person offers a reassuring statement
and repeats it if the other person does not agree or accept it'




personally and about their view of the situation' As stated
earlier, the introduction of personality into the conflict
deflects the attention of the parties from the issues and causes
the individual on the defensive to become concerned with saving
face. rnvolving personality and face only serves to embitter
participants and escalate the conflict'
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Semlak discusses types of communication that are similar
to those Iisted by Bolton. He writes about avoidance corununi-
cation, which "precludes the solving of conflict because both
partj-es do not accept the underlying assumption of bargaining
that a mutual solution can be achieved" (1982, p. 30). Two mani-
festations of this behavior are denying that the conflict exists,
and changing the subject or diverting as Bolton calls it (Semlak,
1982, pp. 38-39). The opposite of avoidance communication is
polari zation corununication.
Polarization communication is cofiununication
that portrays the issue at hand in a win-Iose
situation. Such colununication portrays the
various Positions as miles apart and suggeststhat any settlement will be at the expense of
one parly's central issues (Semlak, 1982, p. 35).
Communication of this nature corresponds to the hard negotiating
stance and the competitive conflict style. It defeats the pur-
pose of negotiations, or, as Sem1ak writes, it "violates the
principles of limited risk and mutually acceptable solutions
essential to the negotiation process" (1982, p. 35). Both
avoidance and polarization communication must be overcome if
conflict resolution is to take place.
Yet another tyPe of communication that interferes with con-
flict management is attack. This is an activity similar to those
of the attack group of negotiating tactics discussed by Donohue'
The negative attack is the behind the back approach which takes
the form of bad-mouthing, gossip, and rumor' The danger in this
is that the Person criticized is "never quite sure what the cri-
ticismsare,andofcourse,can'tbesurewhatpeoplereally
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believe" (Turner and Weed, 1983, p. 7)- The positive aspect of
attack, at least in the views of Turner and weed, comes from the
up-front attackers who "make work more pleasant for the Person
who is the target, because that Person can get some positive
feedback-- sympathy, suPPort, and agreement as weII" (1983, p. 7) '
This view is included because of its difference \'/ith Bolton, who
finds all criticism to be barriers. Both Points of view have
some validity; however, if criticism is to be used in a positive
manner the person doing the criticizing must use extreme care to
ensure achieving the desired result.
As mentioned earlier, coercion and threat can play a major
role in conflict resolution. Bacharach and Lawler define coer-
cion as "the caPability to punish or threaten Punishment of
another'r (1980, P. 174). Coercion consists of three elements:
the coercive potential , the threat, and the actual punishment'
',The coercive potential is the backbone of the threat" (Bacharach
and Lawler, 1980, p. I78). The potential is the resources which
enabLe one to make the threat and administer the punishment. As
Bacharach and Lawler put it, " Ic]oercive PotentiaL refers to the
maximum amount of punishment that can be administered to the
opponent (the total amount of benefit that can be withdrawn and
the total costs that can be added) " (1980' p' I7€i)' Had the
United States attemPted to coerce the Shiite hijackers in June'
1985 to release the hostages the thlee elements would be employed
in a scenario resembling the following: the United States
threatens to attack shiite neighborhoods in Beirut using naval
gunf i.re and aircraft from a nearby aircraft carrier' The
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potential is the United States Sixth Fleet r'rhich has the capa-
bility to administer the Punishment, the threat is the statement
of what action will be taken, and the punishment is the actuaf
at tack .
The strength of the potential influences how the threat
should be administered. Bacharach and Lawler r"rrite that " Iu]nder
conditions of high coercive potential, the greater the clarity
of the punishment, the greater the effectiveness of the threat;
under conditions of ambiguous or low coercive Potential, the
1o$rer the clarity of Punisiment, the more effective the threat"
(1980, pp. I9I-192). In the recent hostage crises in Beirut the
second of these two conditions existed, and its use in conjunc-
tion with delicate negotiation seems to have brought about the
settlement.
In bargaining, coercion can serve several functions' It
can be used as an alternative to bargaining or as a tool during
the actua.L bargaining process. When used as an alternative to
bargaining the Purpose of coercion is to force the oPponent into
concessions without giving anything in exchanqe' Coercion is
frequently evident in superior-subordinate relationships in which
the superior coerces the subordinate into some desired performance'
In these instances coercion is a substitute for bargaining with
subordinates, and thus a method of avoiding bargaining with them'
In an actual bargaining situation, hohrever, coercion may be
employed to force concessions on specific issues and thus speed
up the resolution process (Bacharach and Lawler' 1980' p' 174) '
WhiIe coercion might aPpear to be a strictly unilateraL move
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toward a forced solution, it can also be a tool used by the
collaborative bargaj-ner in an assertive role as an attempt to
gain cooperation.
while the backbone of the coercive effort is the potential,
the key communication aspect of this tactic is the threat.
Tedeschi identifies two types of threats: deterrence and
compel lence .
Deterrence threats are communications, tacit
or explicit, ordering another not to do some-
thing that the threatener considers harmful
to himself. Compellence threats are communi-
cations t/rhich seek to gain behaviors from
another which confer benefits on oneself(1970, p. 158) .
whether deterrence or compellence, all threats are a use of
power; one has to have the potential or the power to carry out
the threat if necessaryr and substantial potential gives a
threat credibility (Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, p. 178). In
order for a threat to be effective it must be credible. Frost
and wilmot state that a threat is credible only if " (I) the
other party is in a position to administer punishment' (2) the
other party appears willing to invoke the punishment, and
(3) the punishment is something to be avoided" (1978, P. 191).
Bacharach and Lawler offer another factor in threat effective-
ness, that being the threatenerrs past history of carrying out
threats. Prior administration of punishment contained in
threats makes subsequent ones more believable (1980, p. 182).
Several other factors affect the credibility of threats and
the success of coercion. Repoport states that " [e]ffective com-
munication (the ability to communicate so as to be believed) is
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essential in any policy based on threats" (I950, p. 191). A
thleat cannot be effective if those being threatened do not
understand the potential, the punishment, or the action to be
avoided or performed. the threat needs to be clearly stated.
Another factor that influences the effectiveness of a threat
is the status or position of the individual administering the
threat. Tedeschi states that " tg]reater compliance wiIl be
obtained by a high status source of threats than by a Io\,,
status source, irrespective of the status of the target, as long
as the latter is not of higher status than the source" (1970,
p. I85) . In organizations with high1y centralized bureaucratic
structures this is frequently how threats are administered and
why they are effective. These types of organi.zations also
enhance the threat process because the threats can be adminis-
teled through a structural method. Structurally administered
threats are effective in organizations for three reasons. First,
they are impersonal and therefore do not cause loss of face.
Threats of this nature are directed at a grouP, not individuals.
company policy can fol1ow this format. A second reason for the
effectiveness of this method is that it is difficult to identify
the exact source of the threati one can onLy say that it comes
from above. Bacharach and Lawler say that the "source is inher-
ently ambiguous, and responsibility is dispersed across various
individuaLs or subgroups within the organization" (1980, p. I95).
FinalLy, structurally administered threats are effective because
they separate the administration of the threat and the punishment.
In this arrangement the persons who administer the punishment are
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usually not those who administered the threat, thus they can
kick the blame for both upstairs. This is particularly important
j-n organizations because it enables the iNnediate supervisor to
put the blame on others in higher positions and thus avoid
destroying the relationship between the superior and the sub-
ordinate (Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, p. 195). Structurally
administered threats protect the threatener and the enforcer
from the retaliation of the threatened because the threatened
does not know where to strike, thus making them the most effec-
tive threats in an organizational context.
It is important in coercion for the threat to be successful
in order to avoid using the punishment because this enables the
user to avoid the costs entaiLed in administering the punishment.
"Enforcement of the threat not only reduces the dependence of
the other but also may deplete resources of the user" (Bacharach
and Lawler, 1980, p. 178). Use of the punishment is "seen as a
faj.lure of coercion. One resorts to it only when the threat
potential- and the threat do not achieve the desired reaction"
(Bacharach and Lawler, 1980, p. 178). once the punishment is
administered the Person administering the threat Ioses some of
its power. By refusing to comply with the threat the other
party makes the statement that the losses suffered as a result
of the punisirment are accePtable and in fact preferrable to
compliance with the threat. While suffering Iosses is never
desirable, the decision to do so rather than comPly can be seen
as gaining an advantage in the overall resoLution Process because
of the resources the threatening party is forced to expend to
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deliver the punistunent. In addition, the resolve of the
threatened party is clearly established when it accepts the
punishnent. The threatened party accepts the punishment because
it believes the expenditure of resources reduces the other party's
power more than its own.
The reverse of the situation discussed above can also be
true. The threatened party can ilecide that the threatener will
not administer the punishment because of the resources it must
expend, but the threatener may decide that the expenditure is
worthwhile to obtain the desired action from the threatened
party. In either case the party administering the punishment
and the threatened party will suffer losses, thus the decisions
on both sides are critical to the outcome of the conflict.
It is clear that the use of coercion is a dangerous gambit
in conflict resolution because if the potential and credibility
are not great enough it will faif and perhaps backfire. In
addition, coercion is an activity that channels conflict resolu-
tion toward a settlement desired by one Parly and not the other,
thus it is not likety to produce a lasting settlement. When it
is tne sole tactic chosen bY a party, it defeats efforts to
develop a cooPerative cLimate and create a problem-solving
approach to conflict. Compliance with a thleat is an activitY
that may settle a conflict on a suPerficial level while sinul-
taneously sowing the seeds of deeper, more bitter conflict'
Threats are tools of those in power who have no comPunction to
work toward devetoping a climate in which constructive conflict
is we lcome .
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A more positive communication approach is that developed by
Simons, which he cal1s "coercive persuasion. " Coercion as dis-
cussed above is a destabilizing element in conf Lj-ct, whereas
persuasion is a more supportive one. Simons argues that like
coercion, persuasion needs some element similar to the coercive
potential to make it effective. He writes that:
coercive persuasion applies to any situation in
which at least one party sees himself in genuine
conflict r.rith another, has some coercive power
over the other, and finds it expedient to establish,persuasively, any or all of the following: (1) his
relative capacity to use coercive force, (2) his
relative willingness to use coercive force, (3) ttre
relative legitimacy of his coercive force, (4) the
relative desirability of his objectives (L972,p. 2321 .
Instead of use to force an action, persuasion is "used to dernon-
strate the credibility and legitimacy of coercive power, the
reasonableness of demands and counterdemands, and the moral,
intellectual and coercive bankruptcy of the oPPosition" (Simonsr
L972, p.233). It is an activity that can be used with the
"reformed sinner" tactic discussed earlier because j-t does rely
on both assertiveness and cooperation to succeed. It is prefer-
able to coercion in achieving integrative solutions.
The opposite of threats is promises, which Tedeschi defines
as " representations that if another behaves in a way one favors,
one wil] take an action beneficiaL to him, even though one might
prefer not to do so" (1970, p. 159). As with threats, there is
a need to establish credibility if promises are to be believed.
From a communication perspective, effectiveness of promises,
like that of threats, is "dependent on the individual's skil1 at
convincing others that he or she has the resources and the
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willingness to use them" (Polger and Poole, 1984, p. 125). Just
as one needs coercive potential in order to threaten, one afso
needs resources with which to fulfill promises. By making pro-
mises one offers positive incentives for cooperation, and as
oliver has pointed out, if everyone cooPerates, everyone is
rewarded (L984, p. L24). The strength of promises lies in their
promotion of trust and cooperative behavio!. In the use of pro-
mises, both parties cooperate in order to achieve goa1s, adjusting
their behavior to achieve mutually satisfying outcomes.
Putnam, Birkmeyer, and Jones, in summarizing research on
threats and promises, found that "threats induce compliance
from opponents while promises stem from the oPPonentrs cooper-
ative behavior. Moreover, subjects prefer cooPerative bargaining
strategies and are more successful in reaching a settlement when
they avoid competitive tactics" (No date, p. 14). This rein-
forces earlier statements that on the whole threats tend to be
detrimental to conflict resolution while promises tend to have
a positive effect.
Frost and WiImot discuss several other activities aimed at
resolving conflict, includj.ng fractionation, negative inquiry,
metacomluni cation , and position papaers. Fractionati-on is the
breaking down of large conflicts into smaller ones, or breaking
a conflict into smaller component parts (1978, p. 137). The
theory behind this activity is that smaller conflicts are easier
to resolve than larger ones. Negative inquiry is a technique
designed to make positive use of criticism. Instead of adopting
a defensive Posture when criticized, one asks questions to gain
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more information in order to make improvement where possibLe
(1978, p. 138). I{etacorurunication is defined as "talking about
comnunication while it is going on" (Frost and wilmot, 1978,
p. I38). It is an exchange between the particiPants covering
not the issues at hand, but Lhe process in which they are involved.
Metacommunicat ion permits the participants in the conflict resolu-
tlon process to keep one another apprised of the tactics they have
chosen or declined to choose, as well as explain reasons for
choices or actions. It is a technique requiring trust and coop-
eration. The position paper as discussed by Erost and Wilmot is
not a document, but a process in which one issues a flat, seem-
ingly nonnegotiable statement, then realizing exceptions or weak-
nesses, follotrs with qualifying statements (1978, pp. 139-I40).
This communication Pattern, while not a Particularly intentional
one, aIlows for either compromise or collaboration, thus it does
have positive possibilities. If one finds oneself involved in
thj,s activity, they must be careful to move the process in the
positive direction and not find themselves making concession
after concession.
The final communication tactic to be discussed is brain-
storming. Bolton defines it as "the rapid generation and
listing of solutions without clarification and without evalua-
tion of their merits" (1979, p- 243). when brainstorming, the
idea is to generate as many solutions as possible wj'th no regard
to quality. BoIton offers six guidelines for brainstorming;
"don't evaluate, don't clarify or seek ciarification' go for
zany ideas, expand on each other's ideas, Iist every idea' and
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avoid attaching peopl,e's names to the ideas they suggest or
listing each person's contribution separately" (1979, pp. 244-2451 .
Following these guidelines enhances the effectiveness of the brain-
storming session and. promotes the creatj.vity that the process is
intended to foster.
Because brainstorming can be an excellent source of Possible
solutions, it is worth discussing further. Fisher and Ury vie\^,
brainstorming as a three-part process with different activities
to be accomplished in each part. Before the actual brainstorming
session, they say, the participants should define their Purpose,
chose the participants, change the environment by selecting a
place and time distinct from regular discussions, design an
informal atmosphere, and choose a facilitator whose resPonsibility
it is to keep the participants on track. During the brainstorming
session itself, they recorunend seating the Participants side by
side facing a display of the problem, clarifying the ground rules,
especially the no-criticism ruIe, doing the actual brainstorming,
and recording the ideas in full- view. After brainstorming they
suggest highLighting the most promising ideas, inventing improve-
ments for promising ideas, and arranging a time to evaluate ideas
and decide which ones to offer to the other party as solutions
(1984, pp. 53-65).
Adopting the brainstorming process as outlined by Fisher and
Ury and following the guidelines listed by Bolton can lead to the
generation of innovative resolution ideas and thus facilitate
reaching an agreement by the particj.pants in the conflict. Brain-
storming is thus a communication tactic that can have a positive
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impact on the resolution process and should be employed in the
appropriate situations. Appropriate sj.tuations are those in
which a collaborative approach to conflict is employed because
this approach aIlolrrs the time for brainstorming and the mutual
definition of the conflict necessary for the process to be
emp ).oyed .
COMMUNICATION SKILLS
The various communication tactics discussed in the previous
section are only a part of the communication picture. The other
part of the picture is the specific communication skills, such
as listening, nonverbal expressi.ons, flexibility and assertive
communications, to name but a few. Possession of communication
skills is a prerequisite for one who intends to become involved
in conflict management.
Perhaps the communication skill at vrhich people are weakest
is listening. when one realizes that more time is spent in lis-
tening than in speaking it is startling that people are such
poor listeners. Pisher and Ury boldly state that, " [w] hatever
you say, you should expect that the other side will almost always
hear something different" (1984, p.32). Usually when people
Iisten they are not actively involved, they passively receive
information. They hear, but they do not Iisten. Bolton attrib-
utes this to two major factors: first, the fact that the listener
is physically capable of processing information at a faster rate
than it is received, thus the mind rvanders; and second, people
are generally not taught listening skills (1979, pp. 30-3I) . The
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second factor is the more significant of the two, for if one
Iearns listening skills the first is less likely to occur.
what can individuals do to improve their Iistening ski11s?
The first step is to "[1]isten actively and acknowledge what has
been said" (Fisher and Ury, 1984, p. 35), which is easier said
than done. Active Iistening requires a conscious effort by an
individual to hear and understand \4,hat has been said. "Standard
techniques of good listening are to pay close attention to t hat
is said, to ask the other Party to spell out carefully and clearly
vrhat they mean, and to request that ideas be rePeated if there is
ambiguity or uncertainty" (Fisher and Ury, 1984, p. 35). The
strength in these stePs is that they enable the listener to com-
prehend the other side's views and suggestions for a solution'
Clear understanding a1lows conflicting parties to avoj-d.dealing
with the peripheral issues that have no direct bearing on the
conflict.
Bolton puts listening skiIIs into three categories, or
clusters as he cal1s them: attending, following, and reflecting '
He defines attending as "giving your physical attention to another
person" and "nonverbal conrriunication that indicates that you are
paying attention to the person who is ta1king. Attending skills
include a posture of involvement, aPPropriate body motion, eye
contact, and a nondistracting environment" (1979, P. 33).
There are four aspects involved in a posture of involvement:
inclining one's body toward the speaker, facing the other squarely,
maintaining an open Position, and positioning oneself at an appro-
priate distance from the sPeaker (Borton, L979, pp' 34-35) ' The
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combined result of these activities is a message sent to the
speaker that one is fu1]y attentive and listening, and open to
what the speaker has to say. It shows respect for the speaker
which in turn gives the speaker an increased confidence, and it
also helps develop an atmosphere of trust between the speaker
and the listener.
Appropriate body motions are designed to show interest in
the speaker while simuftaneously avoiding distraction. Actions
such as looking around the room blankly, shifting oners feet or
f idgetj-ng hands serve to distract the sPeaker and suggest that
one is not listening. Bolton says that "[t]he good listener
moves his Dody in response to the sPeaker" (1979, p. 36), and
Adler adds, "gestures that are aPpropriate to the words being
spoken and a posture that suggests involvement in the subject
will reinforce your words" (1979, p. 47). Although they may seem
Iike Iittle things, these body motions can go a long way in
assisting conflict resolution; the speaker, aware of the alert
reception of the ideas being exPressed, Pays more attention to
t hat he or she is saying, while the listener obtains a better
grasp of the speaker's ideas.
Adler says that "inadequate eye contact is usually inter-
preted in a negative way as anxiety, dishonesty, shame, boredom,
or emlcarrassment" (1979, p. a6l . It distracts the speaker and
Ieads to the perception that the listener is not listening. As
Bolton puts it, " Ie]ffective eye contact expresses intelest and
a desire to listen. It involves focusing one's eyes softly on
the speaker and occasionafly shifting the gaze from his face to
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other parts of the body, to a gesturing hand for examPle. and
then to eye contact again" (1979, p. 36). This once again shows
interest and respect and is not disarming, as is starring directly
at an individual, nor distracting, as is avoiding eye contact.
The final attending skiII, finding a nondistracting environ-
ment, is perhaps the easiest to develop because j-t normally
requires 1itt1e effort. Turning off the television and radio,
taking the phone off the hook, and removing physical barriers
such as desks are simple steps, but they give the sPeaker the
feeling of freedom to exPress ideas without fear of interruption'
The speaker has the listener's complete attention (BoIton, 1979,
P. 38) .
"One of the primary tasks of a listener is to stay out of
the other's way so the listener can discover how the speaker
views his situation" (Bolton, 1979, p. 40). This is the guiding
principle behind following skilLs, which are intended to a1low
the listener to understand what the speaker is saying. The four
following skilLs are door oPeners, minimal encouragers, open
questions, and attentive silence (Bolton, 1979, p. 40). Door
openers are meant as an invitation to talk, if the other so
desires. Door openers can be short statements intended to Iet
someone knorr, you are interesteal in hearing them speak, or even
siLence, depending on the situation. The purpose is to 1et some-
one know that one is prepared to Iisten and cares about what is
said. Minimal encouragers are short indicators to the speaker
that one follov/s what is being said. They are labelled minimal
because the listener says very little and gives little or no
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d.irection to the conversation. They are encouragers because the
words and phrases used urge the speaker to continue (Bofton,
1979, p. 43). By using minimal encouragers the listener is
telling the speaker that what has been said has been understood
and that the fistener r./ants the speaker to continue speaking.
Asking frequent questions aIlows the sPeaker to continue
with information that is understood by the Iistener without con-
fusing what is said. When questions are asked they should be
relevant and expressly asked to clarify what the speaker is
saying at the time. In addition, asking open questions aIlows
the speaker to frame a resPonse without being forced or traPPed
into using someone else's words or ideas. It is also important
to only ask one question at a time. This permits the speaker to
answer the question asked as comPletely as possible vrithout con-
fusion (Bo1ton, 1979, P. 45).
Attentive silence is the most difficult skill for most
people to acquire because of their natural Penchant for inter-
jecting. Attentive silence requires cofiunand of the attending
skilts, for in silence it becomes the nonverbal key that informs
the speaker of the listener's interest. Attentive silence lets
the speaker know that the listener is in fact listening and is
offering the courtesy necessary to a1low the speaker to continue
uninterrupted, but not ignored.
Silence has significant value' It gj'ves one time to reflect
on what one is going to say, allowing for an understanding of the
feelings one is experiencing before attemPtinq to put them into
words. It also allows one to proceed at one's own pace ' During
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the silence the speaker can decide whether or not to continue
speaking and at what depth. Finally, silence can serve as a
prompting device, encouraging the speaker to continue. when
combj-ned with good attending, silence can produce impressive
resuLts (Bolton, 1979, p. 46).
The Iast group of listening skills are reflective responses.
Bolton states that in reflective resPonses "the Iistener restates
the feeling and/or content of what the speaker has communicated
and does so in a way that demonstrates understanding and accep-
tance" (1979, p. 50). The reflective responses are paraphrasing,
reflecting feelings, reflecting meanings, and sunrnative reflec-
tions. "A paraphrase is a concise response to the speaker r',hich
states the essence of the otherr s content i'n the listenerr s own
words" (Bolton, 1979, p. 51). By paraphrasing, the Iistener
acknowledges what the speaker has said as understood by the
listener. It is important to do this in a positive manner so
that it is clear to the speaker that the listener is not judging.
Reflecting feeling is a recognition of the emotion that the
speaker is communicating. By focusing on feeling words, the
general content of the message, and the speaker's position, the
listener can better ascertain the emotion the speaker is feeling
(Bo1ton, 1979, p. 51). ltlhen the listener understands the emotion
of the speaker s,/he lets the sPeaker know it. This lets the
speaker knor^, whether or not s,/he is communicating effectively.
The sane is true when the listener reflects the speaker's meaning.
Both skilIs cue the speaker to the }istenerrs percePtion of what
i.s being said, felt and meant, and are thus feedback mechanisms
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by which the speaker can judge his or her effectiveness. vlhen
the listener accurately reflects the feetings and meanings of
the speaker, the speaker's confidence rises and substantial
progress can be made toward developing a mutually acceptable
settlement to the conflict.
A summative reflection is "a brief statement of the main
themes and feelings of the speaker expressed over a longer
period of conversation than would be covered by any of the other
reflective skills" (Bolton, 1979, p. 59). As with paraphrasing,
this is most successful if the sunmation is framed in a Positive
manner. Fisher and Ury write that "[a]s you repeat what you
understand them to have said, phrase it Positively from their
point of view, making the strength of lheir case clear (1984'
p. 36). By doing this the listener helps build the atmosphere
of trust and respect which is essential to conf Ij'ct management'
These twelve skills have been covered in such depth to
convey the imPortance of listening as a conmunication ski1l in
itself, and in the context of this paPer, as a fundamental skill
needed by anyone involved in conflict management. -4s Semlak
points out, " [1]istening in a bargaining situation requires remem-
bering what has been said and utilizing that information effec-
tively" (1982, p. aI). In addition to practicing the skills
already discussed, SemIak suggests that negotiators take notes'
taperecord,Iistenformainideas,concentrateonthesubject'
compensate for emotional reaction, and take breaks to avoid
overloads ( 1982, pP. 4L-42').
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It should be apparent that these listening skills are not
difficult if one is willing to develop them. Though simple,
they can make the conununication process more successful and more
satisfying for the parties involved.
An understanding of nonverbal skilIs is also necessary in
conf l-ict management. Semlak states that negotiators "must also
learn to recognize the meaning of nonverbal cues during discus-
sions," and adds that the "effective bargainer must also learn
how to control nonverbal cues" (1982, p. 4I). This is important
because as Goldhaber points out, nonverbal communication conveys
emotion and attitudes (1983, p. I79). A small measure of the
significance of nonverbal conrnunication hras shown in the dis-
cussion of attentive listening skills, but that is onJ.y a part
of the use of nonverbal skills.
Examples of nonverbal comrnunications are facial expressions,
body tension, hand movements, eye contact, posture, vocalj.c expres-
tions, touching behavior, personal sPace, objects, and environment
(Bolton, 1979; Goldhaber, l-983; Semlak, 1982). Each of these non-
verbal conununications makes a statement and aII are important, but
it is not the purpose of this study to discuss them in detail.
Bolton's statement regarding facial expressions applies to an
extent to many of the above communications. He vrrites, "[t]he
face not only discloses specific emotions, it telegraphs what
rea11y matters to a person" (1979, p. 8I). In the face one can
read fear, joy, sorrow, surprise, and all other emotions. In con-
f J.ict management it is essential that Partj.cipants know how to read
these emotions, for they often speak much more than the words one
hears.
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while the face definitely discloses emotion, it must be
read in conjunction \dith the other nonverbal signs. The tone
of one's voice, the pitch, and the rhythm of the speech all are
clues to how the speaker feels and what the speaker thinks about
the subject. Hand gestures often highlight the meaning of oners
speech, as does the eye contact one makes and the way one holds
one's body, for example, tense, relaxed, or slouched. Each of
these signs convey messages that individuals involved in conflict
management must learn to read.
other corununication skilIs necessary in conffict management
are flexibility, sincerity, and assertiveness. with resPect to
flexibitity, Semlak writes, " Ie]ach conrnunication style is appro-
priate in some instances, but inapproPriate in other instances"
(1982, p. 26), thus the Participants in a conflict must be
willing to change, adopting the communication style aPProPriate
to the situation. He Points out that:
Conflict resolution demands that each individuaL
reexamine his conununication and determine that
it contributes to the conflict. Once the indi-
vidual makes the determination he must be willing
to modify his communication. He must be willing
to admit that his communication behavior may have
been a cause of the problem and adjust his communi-
cation accordingly (I982, P. 21) .
By being flexible and willing to modify coNnunication during the
conflict resolution process one shows a willingness to cooperate.
which has been shown to be essential to achieving a successful'
satisfying solution.
Sincerity is important because it helps to develop trust'
which in turn leads to cooperation. semlak writes that " [s]incere
comnunication involves two dimensions: bargainS'ng in 'good faithl
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and an impression of bargaining in 'good faith.' A bargainer
must bargain in good faith to be viable. This requires the
absolute willingness to fulfil-I al-I terms of the solution" (1982,
p. 35). Once again the significance of credibility is demon-
strated, In conflict management the ParticiPants must believe
that opponents mean what they say. Credibility and sincerity
are two more words for saying that the parties must trust one
another. If the parties trust one another, cooPeration and
problem solving is Promoted; if they do not, mutually satisfying
resolution wilI not take PIace. PerhaPs the most significant
example of this is the arms control talks between the United
States and the Soviet Union. Neither side trusts the other and
very little progress is made. SymPtomatic of what the lack of
sincerity causes is the "us" versus attitude the conflict
takes, If the conflict is to be resolved in a manner satisfying
to aII, the particiPants must view themselves as a collective
"we" facing a problem that "we" both want to resolve.
Semlak offers a Practical aPproach to communication to show
good faith. He suggests using tentative language and avoiding
absolutes, recomrnending the use of the words "probably" and
"possibly" (1982, p. 36). It is a small step, but one that can
nave significant consequences for the resolution process.
The final co[ununication skill to be discussed is assertive-
ness, which, along with the ski1ls promoting cooperation, Puts
the parties in a position to achieve a solution through the col-
Iaborative approach to conflict management.
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To paraphrase several authors, an individual uses assertive
coNnunication to resolve conflict by expressing his or Lrer own
needs, wants, values, and concerns in a direct manner without
attacking or violating those of the opponent and without dic-
tating a solution (Bolton, 1979; Semfak, 1982). when one is
assertive, one ensures that there will not be a dictated solution
to the conf lict.
It is important to differentiate between assertiveness and
aggressiveness. As Erost and Wilmot see it3
assertive Persons enhance the self, work toward
achieving desired goals, and are expressive. The
aggressive person, however, carries the desire for
self-expression to the extreme. His or her goals
are accomplished at the exPense of others. The
aggressive style results in a 'put down' of others,
actively working against the goals of others. The
assertive person can be competitive without berating,
ridiculing or damaging the other. The aggressive
person is competitive primarily by trying to destroy
the opPonent (I978, P. 29).
Aggressive persons adoPt the competitive apProach to conflict,
exhibiting aggressiveness, not assertiveness, and no cooperation.
Assertiveness is a positive trait, aggressiveness a negative one.
Bolton has develoPed a formula for assertive communication:
Assertive Message = Behavior + Feelings + Effects (1979, p. 43)
He describes each of the elements seParately, beginning with
behavj.or. When designing the behavior element he advises that
one be specific; not draw inferences; be objective, not judg-
mentali avoid absolutes and profanity; be brief; assert about
real issues; and assert to the right person. For the feelings
element, he says do not hide under secondary emotions, listen to
your body, and express the feelings. when creating the effects
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element, his guidance is to make it concrete or tangible so that
it has more impact (1979, pp. 144-153). An example of an asser-
tive message is:





When you use my car and don't refill the gas
tank
l feeI unfairly treated
because I have to pay more money for gasoline"(Bo1ton, 1979, p. 153)
tsolton recommends trying this formula in low risk situations
initially to both foster one's confidence and increase one's
ski11. when using assertiveness in a bargaining framework he
suggests practicing in advance, having friends play the roles of
one's adversaries (1979, pp' 162-153).
Assertiveness as a conununication skill is clearly a valuable
one for the conflict manager. Possessing it allows one to ward
off aggressive tactics and imPlement a cooPerative approach to
conflict resolution, an approach that is preferable to the others
in most situations.
This chapter has been a discussion of the communication
strategies, tactics and skil1s that facilitate conflict manage-
ment as well as those that hinder it, because the successful
conflict manager must have an understanding of both. WhiIe
comprehensive, this chapter is not all-inclusive. It is however,
extensive enough to give the reader an appreciation of the magni-
tude of the role of communication in conflict and the conflict
resoLution process.
CONCLUSION
The need for conflict management within organizations is
on-going. Indeed, as HifI points out, "Like the poor, conflict
is something $re will always have with u5" (1982, p. 110)- It is
in light of this fact that the need for personnel skilled in con-
flict management technigues becomes apparent. It is because this
need exists that this study has been undertaken. The purpose of
the extensive literature review has been to Provide a basic under-
standing of theories, strategies, tactics, skills and other fac-
tors that explaln and affect conflict and the conflict resolution
process to those involved in conflict managenent. It is the
belief of this author that an understanding of the various ele-
ments of conflict and conflict management are essential for one
i.nvolved in conflict management. A knovrledge of these elements
prepares the conflict manager to resPond to a situation by pro-
viding him/her with a resource from which to draw. understanding
the various elements allows the conflict manager to anticipate
or at least appreciate the actions and reactions of the involved
partie s .
The first Point to be made in summation is that conflict is
not necessarily negative. As has been stated earlier, a certain
anount of conftict can be healthy because it promotes creativity
and change. conflict can be the element that blings about pro-
ductivity in an organization. In this situation managing con-
flict means keePing the conflict from reaching an extreme in
which stability is never achieved. Constant change is no better
than a status quo. Because conflict is not a.Lways negative or
-I08-
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destructive, the conflict manager must be able to differentiate
between hrhat is Productive and what is destructive.
Having established that conflict can be either productive
or destructive, and given that destructive conflict is undesirable,
the need to eliminate or reduce this kind of conflict becomes
apparent. The fact that there are various responses to conflict
and various approaches to conflict management presents one with
options from which to choose when attempting to resolve a conflict
of this nature. This is beneficial because each conflict situa-
tion is different and no one apProach can be said to be correct
for a1I of them. while the Previous statement is true, one
approach can be seen as clearly preferabte to the others in most
instances, and that is the collaborative or Problem-solving
approach. This is particularly true in an organizational context,
as will be made clear.
The reason the problem-solving approach is preferable to the
others is that it recognizes the need to reconcile the needs and
goal-s of all the parties. This requires that individuals in a
conflict situation exhibit assertiveness and cooperation; asser-
tiveness in voicing their otrn needs and cooPeration in recog-
ni.zing that the needs of the others have value as welI. on a
more basic Ievel, this approach stems from something more impor-
tant, the belief j.n the value of every individual's Potential to
the organization.
In the context of intraorgani z ationa I conflict, several
points must be remembered. First, by the definition of conflict
the parties involved are interdependent, hence they need one
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another to achieve their individual as welI as collective goals.
Second, because the groups are in an organization and they are
interdependent, their relationship and its preservation must be
given due consideration during the resolution process. The
problem-solving approach to conflict is an excellent response to
these considerations. When both Parties assert, they project and
protect their interests; when they cooperate, they acknowledge
the need of the other party to achieve its goals, the need for
the organization as a whole to achieve its goals, and the need
to maintain the relationship to continue doing so. By adopting
the problem-solving aPproach, the parties acknowledge the worth
of their opponents and their goals.
In order to adopt the Problem-solving approach the parties
must trust one another. Trust can be earned j-n several ways,
such as oners past Performance. The way in which one has acted
j.n the past, particularly in light of one's own statements, indi-
cates whether or not that individual can be believed or trusted.
With respect to the problem-solving approach, trust is evident
in the cooperation efforts made by the participants. In an organ-
ization, interdependent groups that reLy on one another on a
daily basis may demonstrate an on-going level of trust in order
to achieve their goaIs. The nature of the on-going relationship
wiII provide some indication of how much the parties can trust
one another. Ultimately, hovrever, trust must be a unilateral
move. Proven past performance, while indicative that trust has
been earned, does not mean that it wj-II not be betrayed in a given
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instance. Once trust has been betrayed the nature of the basic
relationship is altered and the approach to conflict may change
as wel1.
Essential to the problem-solving approach and to developing
trust is open, honest comnunication. This is by no means communi-
cation in which each party simply says what the other side wants
to hear. ft is often hard-hitting, but it is not offensive.
This does not mean that the parties r"/i11 not say things that
upset the other side, for this wiIl frequently happen in conflict.
It means that when something that may upset the other side is
said, it is said directly with no overtones of aggression or per-
sonal offense.
Corununication behaviors that are matched with the problem-
solving approach are face-to-face, open, honest ones. These
include a free exchange of information, frank and clear statements
of positions, open discussion of needs and supporting reasons.
In order to achieve this the parties must keep channels of com-
rnunication clear and use positive behaviors such as promises,
recorunendations , statements of understanding, open-ended ques-
tions, brain-storming, and Iistening and attending skilIs.
These skills and behaviors are particularly appropriate to
problem-solving because they allow one to be successful in both
asserting one's needs and understanding those of the other side.
By asserting one's own needs and understanding those of the other
side, each side can decide how to go about coLlaborating.
The problem-solving approach has other strengths. If one
party in the conflict adopts it, that party is in a position to
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bring the other party around to the same approach. Because
this approach requires assertiveness it wilI Prevent one from
being railroaded into accepting a solution by those attempting
to follow the forcing approach; because it j'nvolves cooperation,
use of it can demonstrate to those following the smoothing, com-
promising and withdrawing approaches that one is concerned r,rith
the other's needs as we1l.
For aII of its strengths, the problem-solving approach is
not necessarily the best aPProach in aI1 situations, but in most
cases of intraorgan i zational conflict as defined in this paper
it appears to offer the best means to a solution that satisfies
alI of the participants and maintains their relationship.
The problem-solving aPProach is apPropriate in situations
that are not time sensitive and in goal-oriented organizations'
Because of its structure, the problem-solving aPproach takes
time to use, be it a day, a week or longer. Labor negotiations
are an example of a situation in which this apProach is suitable
because time is normally not, or should not be a factor, and an
organization is goal-oriented. In a situation in which a deci-
sion must be nade quickly, forcing is more apPropriate. This
is a situation in which one must make a decision based uPon the
best available information without discussion.
The problem-solving approach is also inappropriate in situa-
tions with weak or antagonistic communication relationshiPs
because by its very nature it requires oPen, honest corununication.
When these conditions are not met aLternative approaches must be
selected as demanded by the situation.
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FinaIIy, it is clear that individuals can and should be
trained in conflict management skiIls. The method of presenta-
tion in this study has shown that various theories and el,ements
of conf l-ict and conflict resolution can be identified, and if
they can be identified they can be taught. One can learn the
differences and similarities between the theories of how con-
flicts arise, such as the phase and social exchange theories on
the organizational level and the psychodynamic and field theories
on the interpersonal leveI. Analysis of these and other theories
may assist one in applying a theory to a practical solution or
it may lead one to draw aspects from more than one theory to
apply to a given situation. Whatever the case may be, one can
only benefit from understanding these theories.
The same is true of the other points discussed in this paper.
Understanding the causes of conflict and the factors affecting it
gives one an ability to judge their effects in a particular situ-
ation and aIIows one to respond accordingly. I(nor.ri ng that cli-
mate is a factor, for example, will prompt the conflict manager
to examine the climate closely to determine what effect it is
having.
It is cLear that there are distinct rol,es of conununication
in conflict. As has been pointed out several times, communica-
tion is required to initiate a conflict as well as to resolve
one. what one can do to assist in understanding this role is
identify the corununication behaviors that promote conflict and
those that help manage it. In order to do this, one can first
identify the stages a conflict goes through. These stages are
the latent, differentiation, and integration stages.
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During the latent stage the groundwork is laid. The
communication behaviors evident in this phase are those of every
day interaction, both verbal and nonverbal. It is from these
every day coNnunications that conflict rises, In themselves
these behaviors do not necessarily lead to conflict, but the
perceived messages in them do. PeoPIe sPeak to one another
every day but confLict does not always result; memos are written
regularly that do not cause conflict. It is when there is a
message with which one expresses disagreement that conflict
results, and vrhen it is exPressed the differentiation stage
begins.
During the differentiation stage the conflict comes out
into the open as a result of cormnunication. Communication
behaviors in this stage revolve around the voicing of opposing
views and include such activities as focusing on personalities,
threats, insults, accusations, refusal to Iisten, rigidity of
positions, and a breaking off of conmunication. Each of these
activities can lead to escalation, while some, Particularly the
refusal to listen, can lead to avoidance. True differentiation
results from a concentration on the opposing views involved in
the conflict, and an avoidance of Peripheral issues and antagon-
istic behaviors. Once the conflict is crystallized and the
parties clearly understand the issues involved as a result of
these communications, the conflict passes to the integration
stage.
In the integration stage co[ununication behaviors are designed
to resolve the conflict. Examples of communication ski11s evident
- 
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in this stage include positive ones such as promises, making
concessions, brainstorming, exchanging information, focusing
on issues, open questj-ons, attending, Iistening, and flexibility.
The behaviors demonstrated in this stage wiII also depend on the
conflict management approach selected by the parties. The
earlier discussion of the problem-solving approach highlights
this.
Organizations should establish clear policies of how con-
flict is to be managed and vrhat comnunication behaviors are to
be encouraged or avoided. A formal , written policy indicates
to those in the organization the seriousness with which conflict
management is vie$red. While establishment of a policy is slzmbolic,
designing worker evaluations that reflect their conflict manage-
ment abilities is a practical way of emphasizing its importance.
Although all personnel should be trained in conflict management
ski11s, organizations should also employ facilitators who are
specialists in conflict management and who can assist in partic-
ularly difficult situations when the Parties themselves fail to
reach agreement. Understanding the theories, causes, and vari-
ables can assist the conflict manager in determining what are
underlying causes, what are symPtoms, and what are peripheral
factors.
Just as theories and elements affecting conflict can be
Iearned, so too can particular skills. This is made clear in
chapter Five in which communication skills were discussed.
People can be taught to listen effectively and to read non-verbal
cues, they can be taught how to respond to threats and how to
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brainstorm to reach mutually satisfying solutions. These skiIIs
are of particular importance because it is through some form of
coNnunication that resolution wiII take place. Of all the
skills discussed, the communication skilIs emerge as the most
significant that one must acquire to be successful in conflict
management .
The case for the necessity of conflict management has been
solidly established. what is now necessary is the widespread
establishment of conflict management training Programs that take
advantage of the knowledge available. These stePs wil-1 not neces-
sarily be easy. In organizations with open climates, such training
programs may more easily and successfully be established. organ-
izations with more closed climates or authoritarian nanagement
systems would require a complete rethinking of organizational
priorities and structures. In addition to conflict management
training programs, organizations need to develop and implement
conflict management policies. Elements of these policies would
be measured to be taken in specific situations' contacts to be
made, steps to be foIlowed. Finally, organizations should have
available qualified facilitatols who can step in when face to
face conflict management efforts have reached an impasse.
In moving from currently existing systems to a conflict
management policy, organizations will have to be cognizent of
how change affects people and the way in which things are accom-
plished. Change for the sake of change is more harmful than
good, thus in making the transition from existing methods to a
new policy, it wiLl be necessary to inform and educate everyone
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in the organizatlon. The ability to offer input into the
drafting of the policy should be offered to members of the
organization and, when the policy is completed, it should be
presented for feedback. When the policy is implemented, all
members of the organization should understand it so they can
take advantage of it. Above all else, the members of the organ-
ization must be brought to understand the significance of the
policy to the organization and the benefits to be derived from
it. In some cases, as both Blake and Mouton, and Robbins point
out, this effort will require a new view of conflict. Instead
of something to be feared, avoided, and eliminated, it should
be faced, understood, and controlled.
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